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AOGCC has Prudhoe gas off-take
report: Point Thomson study on hold
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Here are just a few of the headlines in this month's North of 60 Mining
News: Pebble East goes richer and deeper; Imperial prevails in
BcMetals bid; Nixon Fork ships first gold doré; B.C. to extend power to
Red Chris area; Alaska approves Pebble exploration plans; Alaska
Legislature attacks Pebble; Explorers going wild in British Columbia.

B R E A K I N G  N E W S

7Legislature revisits PPT deductions: Begins hearing bill

that excludes costs of improperly maintained facilities, pipelines

9 North Slope gas hydrate well hits target: BP-operated
Mount Elbert well confirms presence of accumulation

12 Enstar moves on Homer gas line: Looking at
Cosmopolitan gas; drafts pipeline application for submission in March

Odds against ANWR reserve
Consultants: Making refuge part of U.S. emergency petroleum stockpile impractical

By ROSE RAGSDALE
For Petroleum News

onsultants in Alaska most familiar
with the controversial debate over
drilling for oil in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge applaud the notion

of considering all avenues to find a viable
path to development.

But they mustered little enthusiasm
Feb. 21 for the idea of making the oil
resource believed to lie beneath the
refuge’s 1002 Area part of the U.S.
Strategic Petroleum Reserve. The 1002
Area, or coastal plain, of ANWR is a 1.5
million-acre strip of land that borders the Beaufort
Sea at the northern edge of the 19 million-acre

refuge. Geologists say it could supply oil
to the United States at a rate of 1 million
barrels a day for 30 years.
Environmentalists, however, say oil
development in ANWR would upset the
ecological balance of America’s last
major wilderness. 

The idea of putting ANWR in the
reserve surfaced Feb. 18 in a Washington
Post editorial, where author Gal Luft crit-
icized President Bush’s plan to expand the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve by purchas-
ing more oil and stashing it in Richton,
Miss., not far from Gulf Coast refineries
and infrastructure. The SPR currently has

C
“The oil would still
be in the ground, in
the rock as nature
put it there 100 mil-
lion years ago. It’s
not like the oil is in
a jar.” —Ken Boyd

see ANWR page 17

February Mining News inside

PN sources say Eni buying
Anadarko out of Nikaitchuq; Milan
approved development after 
successful production test; Canada
told to forget Arctic claims

PETROLEUM NEWS SOURCES
said Feb. 22 that Eni has purchased
Anadarko Petroleum’s 70 percent inter-
est in the Nikaitchuq prospect, making
Eni 100 percent owner in the Alaska
Beaufort Sea unit. 

State of Alaska oil and gas lease
records show that an assignment of 20
leases encompassing both the
Nikaitchuq unit and adjacent Tuvaaq
unit from Anadarko to Eni was

see INSIDER page 20

Drilling Cosmo this summer
Pioneer files spill plan for Cook Inlet unit; if OK’d will be produced from onshore

By KAY CASHMAN
Petroleum News

ioneer Natural Resources Alaska is moving forward with plans to
drill a sidetrack appraisal well at its Cosmopolitan prospect this
summer. If development of the Lower Cook Inlet unit is sanctioned
by the Texas-independent, the offshore oil and gas accumulation

will probably be produced from onshore, company President Ken
Sheffield told Petroleum News.

“Based on current information and the status of the evaluation today,
it is likely that the field would be produced from onshore if ultimately
sanctioned,” Sheffield said Feb. 21.

A joint state-federal unit offshore the lower Kenai Peninsula,
Cosmopolitan was formed in 2001 and contains about 25,000 acres. It
has a resource potential of 30 million to 100 million barrels of oil,
Sheffield said in a speech last fall.

P

Nabors Rig 273, which drilled the
two Hansen wellssee COSMO page 14

Shell building legacy
Alaska 2007 program takes shape; environment, communities high priorities

By ALAN BAILEY
Petroleum News

flurry of government
regulatory filings and
announcements in
February provides the

most visible sign that the clock
is ticking towards 2007 field
activity in Shell’s exploration
program for offshore northern
Alaska. And on Feb. 21
Petroleum News asked Rick
Fox, Shell’s asset manager for
Alaska, about the company’s exploration plans and its
vision for its Alaska operations.

A
MMS approves Shell’s
exploration plan

The regulatory process for Shell’s Beaufort
Sea drilling plans passed a major milestone Feb.
15 when the U.S. Minerals Management
Service approved the company’s eastern
Beaufort Sea exploration plan and the accompa-
nying oil discharge prevention and contingency
plan. MMS said its analysis found that Shell’s
plans would not cause “undue or serious harm
or damage to the human, marine or coastal envi-
ronment.”

The exploration plan approval only relates to
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By GARY PARK
For Petroleum News

here’s a bandwagon lurching its way
across Canada these days, creaking
under the weight of those scrambling
aboard and groaning at the accompa-

nying rhetoric.
Now that politicians of all stripes find

themselves agreeing that the science is
“right” and climate change is a “fact,”
they’re trying to outdo each other in crafting
Kyoto-style environmental strategies, put-
ting themselves in the
me-first category to
ensure they don’t lose
touch with environ-
ment-haunted voters.

The assortment of
wagon riders is espe-
cially notable for the
latest additions —
Prime Minister
Stephen Harper and
British Columbia
Premier Gordon
Campbell. 

Both have been
unabashed skeptics of
the Kyoto Protocol
until the last few
weeks.

But they are sud-
denly undergoing
more color changes
than a New England
fall.

These days they’re
both red-faced at their failure to act in the
past, surrounded by brilliant shades of green
as they take up the cause.

Industry obvious target
It isn’t yet clear what all this means for

the oil and gas industry beyond the obvious
— the sector is painted as the leading culprit
of greenhouse gas emissions or GHGs and
is an obvious high-profile target for punitive
action.

The best the Canadian Association of
Petroleum Producers can do is stay calm
and keep its powder dry until it sees exact-
ly how far the Canadian and B.C. govern-
ments will go to win the political war on the
environment.

Industry leaders make a case that com-
panies have already made headway in
cleaning up their act and are developing
technology to make even greater strides, but
they are concerned that the current political
momentum will result in onerous regula-
tions that will drive investors elsewhere.

Harper made the most abrupt shift by
promising his Conservative government
will produce a plan to comply with Kyoto if
legislation passed in the House of
Commons becomes law.

The bill was adopted by a vote of 161 to
113 on Feb. 14, backed by the three opposi-
tion parties — Liberal, New Democratic
and Bloc Quebecois.

Harper wasn’t even present for the vote,
but Environment Minister John Baird said
the bill — if ratified by the Liberal-domi-
nated Senate — could not be implemented
because it contained no spending provi-
sions.

The opposition parties accused the
Conservatives of staging a “coup d’état”
and warned there would be a constitutional
showdown if the government refused to act
on the legislation.

A day later, Harper backed down, saying

that “if and when the bill becomes law the
government would respect it,” while adding
that the bill contains no plan of action and
gives the government no authority to spend
any money.

B.C. plan leaves rest 
of country in lurch

While federal politicians were at logger-
heads, by far the biggest and most startling
package of climate change action landed
with a thump in British Columbia on Feb.
14 when the government of Campbell pre-
sented the barebones of a plan that leaves
the rest of Canada in the lurch. 

Not only that, but Campbell wants to
“collaborate” with his Pacific coast neigh-
bors in the United States by inviting Alaska,
Washington, Oregon and California to
“develop a sensible, efficient system for
registering, trading and purchasing carbon
offsets and carbon credits” as well as estab-
lishing common environmental standards
for all ports along the coast.

The four state governors will be invited
to B.C. this spring to work with Campbell
on developing a policy to cut greenhouse
gas emissions in the Pacific region. 

California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
was quick to voice his enthusiasm, wel-
coming B.C. in the fight against climate
change.

“I look forward to meeting with Premier
Campbell and working with British
Columbia on this issue.”

He ought to be enthusiastic. The
Campbell government plan, outlined in a
speech opening a new session of the provin-
cial legislature, includes adopting
California’s automobile emissions stan-
dards starting in 2009.

One key element involves lowering
automobile emissions, which account for
40 percent of B.C.’s GHGs, by requiring
new vehicles to lower their emissions by 30
percent over the 2009-2016 period and cut-
ting the carbon-intensity of emissions from
all passenger vehicles by 20 percent by
2020. 

These objectives probably sounds famil-
iar to Schwarzenegger since BC enlisted

help from Terry Tamminen, a consultant in
developing California’s climate change
plan.

B.C. goal is to be ‘carbon neutral’
But now Campbell is talking about out-

doing the Terminator, prompting one
columnist to ask: So who’s the girly man
now?

His government’s goal is to be the first
“carbon neutral” jurisdiction in North
America by 2010 with an all-out blitz on
several fronts.

A “climate action team,” to be headed by
Campbell, has the added job of setting inter-
im GHG-reduction targets for different sec-
tors to be implemented in the 2012-2016
period. 

The promises include reducing GHGs in
the province by at least 33 percent below
current levels by 2020, bringing emissions
to 10 percent under 1990 levels by 2020.
Under the Kyoto Protocol, emissions are
supposed to be 6 percent below 1990 levels
by 2012.

The government also wants B.C. to be
“electricity self-sufficient by 2016.”

At the same time it is setting tough new
standards for provincially-owned BC
Hydro, telling the utility that “all new and
existing electricity produced in B.C.will be
required to have net zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2016.” 

Effective immediately, the government
is ordering all coal-fired electricity plants to
sequester 100 percent of their carbon emis-
sions.  That creates turmoil for BC Hydro’s
plans to build two coal-fired plants, the first
for the province.

More details will be included in the
province’s Feb. 20 budget. Additional ener-
gy and climate change programs will be
unveiled over coming weeks. 

That will be the first chance for the
Campbell administration to show how
tough it intends to get.

“Voluntary measures have not got the
job done,” said Environment Minister
Barry Penner. “They will have to be manda-
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All aboard the Kyoto special
Canadian and B.C. leaders perform about-turns on Kyoto; Harper ready to comply with
greenhouse gas protocol; Campbell wants Alaska to be part of Pacific coast coalition

T

Canadian Prime
Minister Stephen
Harper

British Columbia
Premier Gordon
Campbell

see KYOTO page 5
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LAND & LEASING
New info call for North Slope, Beaufort

The Alaska Division of Oil and Gas has published a call for new information for
the North Slope areawide 2007 and Beaufort Sea areawide 2007 oil and gas lease
sales. The call opened Feb. 16 and closes April 17. Supplements to the best interest
findings or decisions of no substantial new information will be issued in July. 

The sales are tentatively scheduled for Oct. 24. 
The original North Slope areawide final best interest finding was issued in March

1998; the original Beaufort Sea areawide final BIF was issued in August 2000. A sup-
plement to both findings was issued in August 2000 and a second supplement to the
North Slope finding was issued in July 2002. Those documents are available on the
division’s Web site: www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us. 

—PETROLEUM NEWS
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Oil sands to build
global presence
Consulting firm estimates Alberta resource will account 
for 25 percent of world’s unconventional supplies by 2025

By GARY PARK
For Petroleum News

ore than three decades of research
and development in the once-
scorned oil sands of Alberta may
now be headed for a major payoff.

According to United Kingdom-based
Wood Mackenzie, the 175 billion barrel
deposit will be a “big driver” as unconven-
tional oil resources surge to 25 percent of
total worldwide oil supply by 2025.

A report by the consulting firm said
unconventional output, including heavy oil,
oil sands and shale oil, will increase over the
next 18 years from 8 million barrels per day
to 20 million bpd, of which Alberta is fore-
cast to contribute 4 million bpd.

International companies can no longer
afford to ignore these reserves if, as expect-
ed, conventional non-OPEC supply peaks
within a decade, Wood Mackenzie said.

“Not since the 1970s, when the first oil
shock occurred, has so much industry focus
been directed at unconventional resources,”
said the report, which estimates the
resources at 3.6 trillion barrels of oil equiva-
lent.

“Oil companies, primarily in the U.S. and
Canada, have been able to leverage technol-
ogy developments pioneered in the 1970s to
position themselves in the vanguard of
unconventional hydrocarbon develop-
ments.”

Given the challenges of discovering
accessible natural gas reserves, international
oil companies can’t bypass unconventional
deposits if they have any desire to grow, said
Wood Mackenzie managing consultant
Rhodri Thomas. But he cautioned that
exploiting the potential will need answers to
technical, commercial, fiscal and environ-
mental problems if the international compa-
nies are to profit from their investments.

Even so, he told the Calgary Herald, the
Alberta “oil sands economic model is robust
and the significant reserves will support
long-term projects.

“The base fiscal terms for unconvention-
al plays can be more favorable than those
available for conventional developments,”
Thomas said.

The study said oil sands projects should
be able to generate internal rates of return of
about 10 percent with oil prices at only
US$30 per barrel. Even if prices dipped
below that threshold he did not expect any
developments to be shelved.

Wood Mackenzie sees 
oil staying above US$40

However, Wood Mackenzie has a more
bullish view of the outlook for commodity
prices. It is counting on oil to remain above
US$40.

Thomas said now that the oil sands are
gaining global attention much of the skepti-
cism over the deposit’s role in global supply
is fading, making Alberta a destination for
those lacking supplies.

That interest is being spurred by growing
challenges in accessing non-OPEC regions
and the difficulties of operating in Latin
America and Russia. 

The report said unconventional oil and
gas will meet 20 percent of global needs by
2025, including 40 percent of U.S. gas sup-
ply.

On another positive note, Gordon
Lambert, vice president of sustainable
development at oil sands producer Suncor
Energy, said Kyoto Protocol targets won’t
cause upheavals in northern Alberta provid-
ed the Canadian government does not
impose excessive regulations to lower
greenhouse gas emissions. 

After appearing before a House of
Commons committee studying environmen-
tal legislation, he said Suncor does not antic-
ipate jobs losses or a harsh economic impact
if it is required to meet Kyoto standards.

Lambert said the company has invested
in environmental measures and improving
the efficiency of its operations without any
devastating consequences. ●

M

GOVERNMENT
B.C. sets water rules for coalbed methane

The British Columbia government is eager to see coalbed methane enter the com-
mercial phase, but not at any price.

It has banned the surface discharge of water from coalbed methane operations,
heading off one of the most sensitive aspects of the sector among environmentalists.

Other measures will require reinjections of produced water to occur below domes-
tic water aquifers; the use of the most advanced technology and practices that are com-
mercially viable to minimize land and aesthetic disturbances; and full involvement of
local communities and First Nations in all aspects of coalbed methane development.

Energy Minister Richard Neufeld left no doubt that the water reinjection order is
not open for debate, noting that the industry was involved in some of the discussions
leading up to the British Columbia government’s announcement that it plans to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 33 percent below current levels by 2020.

B.C. has yet to join Alberta in commercial production from coalbed methane wells,
but the province currently has 134 test wells. For the industry the key unanswered
question is how much it will cost to meet the province’s standards and whether that
will allow coalbed methane to be competitive. That will have to wait for the details.

—GARY PARK
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By KRISTEN NELSON
Petroleum News

he primary technical efforts on the
Prudhoe Bay gas off-take study have
been completed, Alaska Oil and Gas
Conservation Commissioner Cathy

Foerster told Senate Resources Feb. 19. 
The study is required, she said,

because “Prudhoe Bay is an oil field and
in an oil field you don’t typically get per-
mission to produce the gas ‘til all the oil
is gone.” Investors will want to know that
the gas can be produced before they put
money into a gas pipeline from the North
Slope, she said, and it is the commission
which will determine how much gas can
be produced from the field without an
adverse impact on oil production. 

The commission
has been working on a
cooperative study
with the Prudhoe Bay
owners to help the
commission deter-
mine what an accept-
able gas off-take rate
will be for a pipeline. 

That study will be
discussed at the com-
mission’s Feb. 28
public meeting,
Forester told the committee, but she also
said that because the commission has a
confidentiality agreement with the own-
ers, “we will not be sharing anymore than
they and we feel appropriate to share at
this time.” 

Because such a study involves fore-
casts, the commission may need to go
back and do more studies she said, since
forecasts need to be updated. 

Point Thomson study on hold
A comparable study on Point

Thomson had just begun late last year,
Forester said, when the Department of
Natural Resources declared Point
Thomson operator ExxonMobil in default
on the leases, so that study is on hold. 

Grilled by Sen. Bill Wielechowski, D-
Anchorage, about why the Point
Thomson study is on hold, Foerster said it
costs a lot of money to have a consulting
reservoir engineer look through the data

and if a new opera-
tor should come in
and gather new data
that work would
have to be done all
over again. 

Wi e l e c h o w s k i
said he didn’t under-
stand why the state
is waiting for
Exxon, since they’re
in default. 

Forester said ExxonMobil owns the
data and “they can choose whether or not
to share and if they’re in default why
would they share it with us?” If they no
longer have the leases, she said, then the
only thing they have of value is the data. 

The commission negotiated an agree-
ment with the Point
Thomson unit owners
for access to their confi-
dential data so that the
commission could deter-
mine the rate at which
gas could be removed
from the field without an
unacceptable loss of liq-
uid hydrocarbons. Point
Thomson is neither an
oil field nor a gas field,
Forester said, but a retro-

grade condensate reservoir and if such a
reservoir isn’t produced properly “you
could lose liquid hydrocarbons in the
reservoir.” 

The Point Thomson owners had origi-
nally proposed producing condensate
first and reinjecting the gas for a later
sale, but recently opted for gas produc-
tion at the field in conjunction with the
proposed Alaska North Slope gas
pipeline project. 

Making the decision on an acceptable
gas off-take rate will be complex Forester
said, and “we recognize that we need a lot
of information that nobody has but the
owners and that we have to work a deal
with them to get access to it.” 

The data access deal had been struck
and a meeting held on sharing the data
when DNR came out with its ruling find-
ing Exxon in default. Foerster said she
offered to put the study on hold, knowing
“they may not have the lease six months
from now.” 

Wielechowski said he was concerned
about timeliness for an Alaska gas
pipeline and Forester said she thought six
months to let Exxon figure out if they
want to continue with the study was
appropriate. “We can’t just sit here for
five years and wait for it to be resolved,”
she said. “We’ll have to step in — give
them a little time to breathe and then step
back in and just see what we want to do.”

Friendly audit under discussion
Forester also said the commission has

begun to discuss doing friendly audits,

such as those done under Alaska’s
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration program. Alaska OSHA
will come in and do an audit and if they
don’t find any violations that are life
threatening or criminal, they’ll tell the
operator what needs to be fixed and allow
30 days for the work to be done, she said.
If those things aren’t fixed in the speci-
fied time period, then fines are assessed. 

AOGCC is bouncing around some-
thing similar, Forester said. Other agen-
cies would be invited to participate, she
said. ●

tory. There will have to be consequences.”

Existing five-year plan has no GHG
reduction targets 

What has stunned many observers is
Campbell’s apparent total conversion to the
climate-change ranks after showing so little
enthusiasm for the Kyoto Protocol.

His government’s existing five-year cli-
mate change plan sets no GHG reduction
targets.

The session-opening speech, read by
Lieutenant Governor Iona Campagnolo
was emphatic that the science on climate
change is “clear ... it leaves no room for pro-
crastination. Global warming is real.” 

It said failure to “act aggressively and
shoulder our responsibility” will leave
future generations with “shrinking glaciers
and snow packs, drying lakes and streams
and changes in the ocean’s chemistry.”

Campbell said 2006 was a “time when

frankly the world woke up to the challenges
that are created by climate change.”

His own epiphany occurred during a
recent visit to China when he was troubled
by the smog blanketing major cities.

“Citizens are going to have to be part of
this,” Campbell said. “We’re going to ask
people to be much more conscious about
their personal impacts on the environment.”

The petroleum industry was caught off-
guard by Campbell’s moves, saying it need-
ed more details before it could react.

But uncertainty among oil and gas com-
panies could have damaging results for
B.C., which has relied over recent years on
oil and gas royalties and land sales as a
major revenue source. 

For years it has introduced a steady
stream of programs and incentives to attract
investment and raise output, which now
averages about 2.6 billion cubic feet per day
of natural gas, about one-sixth of Canada’s
output, and 140,000 barrels per day of oil,
making B.C. the third largest combined pro-
ducing province after Alberta and
Saskatchewan. ●
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AOGCC has Prudhoe gas off-take report
Some data on Prudhoe Bay study will be available later in February; Point Thomson on hold; friendly audits under consideration

Making the decision on an
acceptable gas off-take rate

will be complex and “we
recognize that we need a lot
of information that nobody
has but the owners and that
we have to work a deal with

them to get access to it.” 
—AOGCC Commissioner Cathy Foerster
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TransCanada 
gets key to Keystone
Fending off strong opposition from cadre of Canada’s gas producers,
pipeliner gets green light from NEB to convert 530 miles of gas
mainline in Prairies to take oil sands production to Illinois

By GARY PARK
For Petroleum News

halk one up for TransCanada which
fended off opposition from a large
segment of Canada’s natural gas pro-
ducers in gain-

ing National Energy
Board approval to
convert 530 miles of
its gas mainline in the
Prairies to carry oil
sands production to
Illinois.

The federal regu-
lator’s decision gives
a hefty push forward
to TransCanada’s
US$2.1 billion
Keystone project,
which is being
designed to transport
435,000 barrels per
day over 1,835 miles
from Hardisty in
Alberta to the
Patoka/Wood River refinery region in
Illinois as a possible stepping stone to
Cushing, Okla.

So far Keystone is backed by shipping
contracts averaging 18 years and totaling
340,000 bpd for a project expected to start
construction within about 12 months and
start commercial operations in the final
quarter of 2009.

The NEB deemed the removal of the gas
line in Saskatchewan and Manitoba to be in
the “public interest” at a time when the pace
of oil sands growth has “fundamentally
transformed” Canada’s oil sector. 

It said high oil prices coupled with tech-
nological advances have made oil sands
extraction “economically possible, but,
among other challenges, this strong growth
has led to stress on the pipeline sector.” 

“It has become clear that, to facilitate
market efficiency, more crude oil pipeline
capacity is needed to provide new market
access for growing oil sands output,” the
board said. 

Conversion had strong Suncor support
The gas line conversion had strong sup-

port from oil sands powerhouse Suncor

Energy, which said that if Keystone miss-
es its 2009 start-up date “Western
Canadian crude oil will be stranded.” 

On the other side of the fence, EnCana,
BP Canada Energy, Devon Canada, Nexen
and Shell Canada were among producers
in a group challenging TransCanada’s
forecasts of throughput on its mainline,
arguing the loss of gas transportation
capacity could cut into gas producers’ rev-
enues.

TransCanada Chief Executive Officer
Hal Kvisle welcomed the NEB’s support
for an “innovative and cost-competitive
solution” to link growing Canadian crude
supplies with rising North American
demand.

“By converting a small segment of our
extensive natural gas system to crude oil
transmission service, we will maximize
the use of an existing asset and still main-
tain sufficient capacity on our Canadian
mainline system to service forecasted cus-
tomer demand,” he said.

TransCanada told the NEB hearings a
throughput base case scenario tied to aver-
age annual gas flows indicated there could
be surplus capacity on the mainline of 1.6
billion to 2.6 billion cubic feet per day
over a 10-year period as Western Canada’s
volumes go into decline. 

The NEB said TransCanada had satis-
fied it that even with the removal of the
gas service there would be sufficient
capacity to handle current and projected
needs.

With the major Keystone obstacle out
of the way, TransCanada has an edge over
rival Enbridge, which recently got indus-
try backing for its US$2 billion Alberta
Clipper project from Hardisty to Superior,
Wis. That system is scheduled to start
service by late 2009 or mid-2010, with ini-
tial capacity of 450,000 bpd. ●

LAND & LEASING
Supplement to BIF issued for Inlet sale

The state’s Cook Inlet areawide 2007 oil and gas lease sale will be held May
23 in Anchorage. 

The Alaska Division of Oil and Gas said Feb. 21 that the commissioner of
Natural Resources has issued a supplement to the best interest finding for the sale,
available on the division’s Web page at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/oil/. The supple-
ment adds a mitigation measure related to Steller’s eiders: lease related activities
shall be restricted or modified “if scientific evidence documents the presence of
Steller’s eiders from the Alaska breeding population in the lease area and it is
determined that oil and gas exploration and development will impact them or their
over-wintering habitat in the near-shore waters of Cook Inlet.” 

Mitigation measures would change if beluga whale listed
The Cook Inlet beluga whale is listed as depleted under the Marine Mammal

Protection Act and has been classified as a species of concern by the National
Marine Fisheries Service. The division said NMFS is reviewing the status of this
population “to determine the need for listing under the Endangered Species Act
and is expected to issue a decision in April 2007.” If the beluga whale is listed,
additional mitigation measures or restrictions would be imposed on relevant tracts
“to minimize impacts to the beluga whale in accordance with the law.”

The Cook Inlet areawide sale area encompasses some 4 million acres divided
into 815 tracts in the Matanuska and Susitna valleys, the Anchorage bowl and
western and southern Kenai Peninsula from Point Possession to Anchor Point, on
the western shore of Cook Inlet from the Beluga River to Harriet Point and with-
in Cook Inlet. 

Bids are due May 21. There is a minimum $10 per acre cash bonus bid on all
tracts; all leases will have a fixed royalty rate of 12.5 percent. Length of leases is
either five or seven years, depending on tract location. 

—KRISTEN NELSON

Facilities piping gas leak shuts in Northstar
Alaska North Slope production was down more than 40,000 barrels per day fol-

lowing shut in of the offshore Northstar field Feb. 17. 
A pinhole leak was discovered in piping on the gas compression side of the facil-

ity, BP Exploration (Alaska) spokesman Daren Beaudo told Petroleum News Feb. 21. 
BP is the field operator, and 98 percent working interest owner; Murphy Oil owns

about 2 percent of Northstar. 
Beaudo said an operator at the facility spotted an indication of a pinhole leak, a

sputtering and some ice accumulation in a spot on an eight-inch discharge pipe. The
piping is in one of five stages of drying out the gas before it is reinjected. Beaudo said
the low-pressure system piping connects different compression and cooling process-
es. 

Pinhole leak at a weld
The pinhole was located at a weld, Beaudo said, and when workers checked other

welds they found others that were thinning. The pipe is being replaced rather than
repaired, he said, and BP is also inspecting other stages of the gas compression unit. 

Replacements and repairs will be made and Northstar is expected to be back
online the week of Feb. 26. 

Production began dropping at Northstar Feb. 16, with 43,104 barrels produced
that day, compared to figures typically above 47,000 bpd earlier in the month. On
Feb. 17 production dropped to zero, pulling total Alaska North Slope production into
the 750,000-bpd range. ANS production ranged between 780,000 and 808,000 bpd
Feb. 1-16.  

The field, in the Beaufort Sea some six miles north of the Prudhoe Bay field, is
produced from a gravel island with oil going to shore via a subsea pipeline.
Production began from Northstar in October 2001 and peaked at 80,000 barrels per
day. 

—KRISTEN NELSON
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By KRISTEN NELSON
Petroleum News

oth the Alaska House and Senate
are considering bills to amend the
credit allowance for the Petroleum
Profits Tax passed last year so that

companies cannot deduct costs of repair
or replacement for improperly maintained
facilities or for facilities that have not
been maintained at all. 

Senate Bill 80 had a hearing in Senate
Resources Feb. 21. 

Senate Resources adopted a commit-
tee substitute which adds the commis-
sioner of the Department of Natural
Resources to those
the commissioner of
Revenue will con-
sult with under the
bill on maintenance
issues (others are the
commissioner of the
Department of
E n v i r o n m e n t a l
Conservation and
the Alaska Oil and
Gas Conservation
Commission). 

The PPT contains 18 things that could
not be deducted as lease expenditures. SB
80 adds a 19th: costs determined by the
commissioner of Revenue (in consulta-
tion with the commissioners of DEC and
DNR, and the Alaska Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission) “and taking
into consideration the standard practices
of the industry” to be “(A) related to the
repair and replacement of property or
equipment that was not maintained or
was improperly maintained; (B) incurred
to maintain the operational capability of
facilities or equipment shut down because
of a lack of or improper maintenance of
property or equipment; or (C) incremen-
tal operating expenses incurred as a result
of operating facilities or equipment at
diminished capacity when that dimin-
ished capacity is caused by the lack of or
improper maintenance of property or
equipment.”

Sen. Bert Stedman, R-Sitka, noted that
the PPT already contains “a whole litany
of deductions” including “costs arising
from fraud … willful misconduct or gross
negligence,” and asked how those items
compared to items that were not main-
tained. “It sounds to me like it’s related to
negligence.” 

Bill sponsor Sen. Tom Wagoner, R-
Kenai, said “a much higher level of
proof” was required on those items
already in the PPT than is required in the
amendment. 

The point of this is not punitive,
Wagoner said, but to ensure that write-
offs have a final review by a committee. 

How BP proposes to handle repair and
replacement work on the Prudhoe Bay
transit lines has been a concern among
legislators. Wagoner noted that BP has
said it would write off $11 million in
credits and they are only one of the own-

ers. One of the reasons for the bill, he
said, “is to give that a good review and
see if that’s allowable or not.”

Regulations would
have to be developed

Tom Bullock, the legislative drafter,
said “everything that will be on the PPT
returns will be subject to audit by the
Department of Revenue.” 

“What this bill does,” Bullock said, “is
it sets up a standard that the departments
will probably implement by regulations
because this language — taking into
account the standard practices of the
industry — is intended to recognize that
there are things that you would normally
do when you’re maintaining a field, that
it’s just prudent to do that to avoid
repairs: fix something early on rather than
wait for a significant failure later.” The
commissioner, he said, will have to deter-
mine what the standards are vs. what was
reported on returns. 

Senate Resources
Chair Charlie
Huggins, R-Wasilla,
asked Bullock if he
was comfortable as a
professional that the
terms can be
described. Bullock
said “it’s not a mat-
ter of legal interpre-
tation; plain mean-
ing would apply to
… these terms.” 

Huggins said he wanted to make sure
that the language used works for all par-
ties. 

Bullock said he had participated in a
meeting with people from the depart-
ments named in the bill, “and we dis-
cussed the authority for them to define in
regulations and to make the determina-
tions as to what the standard practices
are.” The language in the bill “is general
authority to them to go out and figure out
what those standard practices so they can
apply them appropriately to their audits
as they proceed.” 

Norman: often no standard practices
John Norman, chair of the Alaska Oil

and Gas Conservation Commission, said
there are certain standards in place,
“they’re generally voluntary guidelines”
such as those of the American Petroleum
Institute and professional societies. If the
commission were given this task,
Norman said, the commission would
need to promulgate regulations and “flesh
this out to give meaning.” 

Often, he said, “there are no standard
practices that apply across the board to

refer to; in other cases they are evolving
just as new technological innovations
evolve.” 

He said it would take “a fair amount of
work” to develop regulations. 

In a letter to Wagoner, Norman said
the commission’s “main concern with the
bill is the absence of a precise definition
of improper maintenance.” In some
instances, he said, it will be obvious that
there has been improper maintenance, but
in other cases the commission “will be
required to consider design, installation,
operation and maintenance … and, mak-
ing some determinations will require
detailed investigation … and application
of expertise not readily available within
this agency.”

Norman said the commission under-
stands and agrees with the intent of the
legislation “which is to prevent an opera-
tor from shifting financial responsibility
to the State for costs resulting from the
operator’s improper maintenance prac-
tices. We do, however, wish to point out
some of the practical difficulties that may
arise in determining whether maintenance
has been improper.”

AOGA opposes bill
The committee only had time to take

testimony from Judy Brady, the executive
director of the Alaska Oil and Gas
Association. Huggins said the committee
would continue the hearing; it meets
again Feb. 23. 

Brady said the AOGA Tax Committee

reached consensus opposing the bill. 
In lengthy testimony she said AOGA

opposes SB 80 for four reasons. 
AOGA believes the state is already

protected from inappropriate lease expen-
diture charges under
current law. 

The association
also believes SB 80
“has unintended, but
potentially signifi-
cant, implications
that could well
extend far beyond
the specific situation
at Prudhoe Bay that
was the impetus
behind the Bill.” 

AOGA also believes SB 80 is an ex
post facto law, and as such is forbidden by
both the federal and Alaska constitutions. 

“Fourth,” she said, “SB 80, because of
the ambiguity of its language creates
ambiguity throughout the entire PPT leg-
islation related to costs and credits.”

Brady said Cook Inlet AOGA members
are concerned about the bill because facil-
ities there will “eventually need to be
replaced or significantly repaired in order
to remain in operation. When those facili-
ties and structures are eventually replaced,
there is nothing in SB 80 to protect them
from claims that they were ‘improperly’
maintained” and costs of doing that work
could be disallowed. That uncertainty
could, she said, lead to facilities or fields
being shut-in rather than remaining in
production longer. ●
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Legislature revisits PPT deductions
Senate begins hearing bill which would exclude costs of repair or replacement of improperly maintained facilities
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By GILLIAN WONG
Associated Press Writer

il prices fell Feb. 21 as traders antici-
pated a decline in fuel demand after
forecasts of warmer-than-average
weather in the United States. 

Light, sweet crude for April delivery lost
52 cents to US$58.33 a barrel in Asian elec-
tronic trading on the New York Mercantile
Exchange mid-afternoon in Singapore. The
session was quiet, with some Asian traders
still away for the Lunar New Year holidays. 

The Nymex March crude contract, which
expired Feb. 20, fell US$1.32 to settle at
US$58.07 a barrel. 

Brent crude contract for April delivery
fell 46 cents to US$57.52 a barrel on the ICE
Futures Exchange in London. 

“People are thinking the U.S. weather is
going to be much warmer than expected, so
heating oil demand should be easing,” said
Tetsu Emori, chief commodities strategist
with Mitsui Bussan Futures in Tokyo. 

The U.S. National Weather Service is
forecasting above-normal temperatures in
the U.S. Northeast — which consumes 80
percent of the nation’s heating oil —
through March 5. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration also expected fuel demand
in the region to be below long-term averages

the week of Feb. 18, the first such forecast in
a month. 

Cold February boosted prices
Bitterly cold temperatures in the first

weeks of February helped boost oil prices to
nearly US$60 a barrel from a 20-month low
of US$49.90 on Jan. 18, after an unseason-
ably warm January. 

Emori also said because of a lack of mar-
ket-moving factors, participants were await-
ing the release of U.S. government fuel
stocks data due Thursday for price direction. 

“At the moment I don’t see any specific
factors that could push prices either way,”
Emori said. “The upside pressure potential
is quite limited right now.” 

Data from the U.S. Department of
Energy is expected to show domestic crude
oil stockpiles rose in the week ended Feb.
16, while distillates are seen falling, accord-
ing to a Dow Jones Newswires survey of
analysts. 

Crude oil inventories are expected to
build by about 700,000 barrels, according
to the mean of nine analysts’ forecasts.
Distillates, which include heating oil and

diesel, are expected to fall by 2.8 million
barrels. 

Gasoline inventories are seen building
by about 100,000 barrels, according to the
analysts’ average. 

“This report is likely to reflect some of
the coldest temperatures we’ve had” this
winter, said Phil Flynn, an analyst at Alaron
Trading Corp. in Chicago. 

Supportive news that Iran may halt its
uranium enrichment program and return to
negotiations took a back seat to the weath-
er. 

One day ahead of a U.N. Security
Council deadline, Iran President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad said it was no problem for
Iran to halt enrichment, but that “fair talks”
demanded a similar gesture from the West. 

Traders shrugged off more bullish devel-
opments over the weekend, including a fire
that caused the shutdown of a U.S. refinery
and the kidnapping of three Eastern
European oil workers in Nigeria. 

Heating oil prices dropped 0.84 cents
Wednesday to US$1.6366 a gallon (3.8
liters), while natural gas futures added 2.2
cents to US$7.607 per 1,000 cubic feet. ●
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Alberta review ‘tarnished:’ Liberal leader
By GARY PARK

For Petroleum News

he Alberta government’s royalty review panel has
stumbled out of the starting gate, facing accusations
from two sides: One saying it is stacked in favor of
the industry and the other complaining that there is

no direct industry representation.
Opposition Liberal leader Kevin Taft wasted no time

tarnishing the government’s choices for the six-member
panel — a collection of former energy executives, oil and
gas economists and tax experts — arguing they do not
represent the best interests of Albertans. 

He also said that by combining royalties and taxes in
the same review, Premier Ed Stelmach has left a “huge
amount of wiggle room to fudge the royalty question,”
which was the overriding reason for the exercise.

“We have a tone being set by Stelmach that suggests
to me the appetite for royalty change is not significant,”
Taft said.

New Democratic Party leader Brian Mason doubted
the panel could be objective when most members were
attached to the corporate sector in some way. “There’s
nobody representing the true owners of the resource —
the people of Alberta,” he said.

The panel will be chaired by Bill Hunter, former pres-

ident of Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries, with more than
30 years’ experience in that sector.

The others are: Judith Dwarkin, chief economist for
the Ross Smith Energy Group, an independent energy
consultant; Andre Plourde, chairman of the economic
department at the University of Alberta; Kenneth
McKenzie, an economics professor at the University of
Calgary; Sam Spanglet, former vice president of oil sands
operations at Shell Canada and a director of Atco Power;
and Evan Chrapko, chief executive officer of the technol-
ogy-based Crystal Group of Companies.

Spanglet faced a lot of finger-pointing because he
holds “a couple of million” dollars in Shell Canada stock
options, but said he saw no grounds for claiming conflict
of interest. The government said Spanglet was never
asked about his interests in Shell Canada. 

August deadline for recommendations
Finance Minister Lyle Oberg, in naming the panel Feb.

16, said an Aug. 31 deadline has been set for recommen-
dations.

“Albertans must feel confident the royalty structure is
meeting the needs of the province,” he said. 

“This is not a witch hunt. It’s got to be fair to both
asides,” Oberg said.

“As owners of the resources, Albertans are entitled to
a fair return. But the royalty structure must also be fair to
the industry and not put a stranglehold on future eco-
nomic growth.”

The Canadian Association of Petroleum producers,
while disappointed it did not have direct representation, is
counting on a chance to outline its views during public
hearings which start in April and include stops at Calgary,
Edmonton, Fort McMurray and Grande Prairie.

Stelmach agreed to conduct the review after facing a
rising tide of criticism, including discontent that oil and
gas producers now account for 19 percent of Alberta oil
and gas revenues, down from 23 percent in 2001 and
2002, well short of the government’s target of 20 to 25
percent.

The review starts against a background of robust
industry profits, with Canada’s five integrated oil and gas
companies tallying profits of C$12 billion in 2006, while
independent EnCana reported C$6.5 billion, an historic
12-month high for any Canadian corporation. 

The most sensitive issue involves the oil sands, where
producers pay 1 percent of gross royalties until project
costs are paid off, then 25 percent of their net take. 

Also on the table are conventional oil and gas royal-
ties. ●
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Oil prices drop below US$59 a barrel 
Commodities strategist doesn’t see anything that could push prices either way; upside pressure potential ‘quite limited right now’
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By ALAN BAILEY
Petroleum News

joint government, industry and uni-
versity team investigating gas
hydrate deposits under Alaska’s
North Slope hit the jackpot in mid-

February, when the BP-operated Mount
Elbert stratigraphic test well successfully
penetrated several hundred feet of
hydrate bearing sandstone at Milne Point.
Data obtained from the well will enable
the scientists engaged in the project to
make a more accurate evaluation than
ever before of the resource potential of
gas hydrates.

“With this project we have significant-
ly increased our understanding of gas
hydrate-bearing formations on the Alaska
North Slope,” said Scott Digert, BP
resource manager and the gas hydrate
project’s technical adviser. “The results
also illustrate the value of collaborative
research,” he said.

Gas hydrate consists of a white crys-
talline substance that concentrates natural
gas by trapping methane molecules inside
a lattice of water molecules (methane is
the primary component of natural gas).
The hydrate crystals remain stable within
a certain range of temperature and pres-
sure, but when decomposed the crystals
yield about 164 times their volume in
methane.

Under the North Slope the gas
hydrates permeate relatively shallow
sandstones in large trends that straddle
the base of the permafrost, around 2,000
feet below the ground surface. And the
ability of the hydrates to concentrate nat-
ural gas gives rise to some huge estimates
of in-place natural gas locked in the
hydrate deposits — the U.S. Geological
Survey has estimated that those North
Slope hydrates may contain as much as
450 trillion cubic feet of methane.

But, although gas hydrates occur in
many parts of the world, on ocean floors
as well as in areas of permafrost, no one
has ever succeeded in continuously pro-
ducing natural gas from the hydrates. And
the economic feasibility of exploiting the
hydrates remains unknown. 

U.S. government funding
The huge resource potential of gas

hydrates, however, has spurred the U.S.
government into funding research into the
feasibility of producing natural gas from
the hydrates, and the U.S Department of
Energy is funding the estimated cost of
$4.6 million of drilling the Mount Elbert
well. The government wants to under-
stand by 2015 how much of the North
Slope in-place gas hydrate resource might
be recovered, Ray Boswell, DOE
methane hydrates technology manager,
said.

The North Slope team has spent the
past few years on the first phase of its
project, modeling gas hydrate reservoirs,
modeling potential ways of producing gas
from the hydrates, developing seismic
techniques for finding hydrate deposits
and mapping potential North Slope
hydrate accumulations. Those hydrates
lie close to the existing oil industry infra-
structure, in a geologic setting where pro-
duction might be feasible.

“What we believe is that the arctic gas
hydrates within sand reservoirs, particu-
larly like the ones we’ve examined on the
North Slope of Alaska in this project, are

the most favorable for production,” said
Timothy Collett, Ph.D., a world-
renowned gas hydrate specialist with
USGS and a member of the North Slope
team.

And the Arctic provides a very good
natural laboratory to cost-effectively
obtain data from a naturally occurring gas
hydrate accumulation, Boswell said.

First test drilling
Having completed the “desktop

phase” of the North Slope gas hydrate
research, the drilling of the Mount Elbert
stratigraphic test well represents the point
at which theory starts to turn into prac-
tice. The purpose of drilling the well was
to test the seismic techniques used to
locate gas hydrates and to obtain detailed
data about an actual gas hydrate deposit.

“This is an opportunity to gather the
fundamental formation and fluid data that
we need to help us really understand the
potential performance of the reservoir,”
Digert said.

Mount Elbert is one of many prospects
within what is known as the Eileen trend,
one of the two known gas hydrate trends
in the central North Slope. Mount Elbert,
individually, represents a relatively mod-
est-sized hydrate accumulation but pro-

vides a well-defined target for the strati-
graphic test, Collett explained. And BP
was able to provide seismic data for the
Mount Elbert location.

The team used that seismic data to
make some predictions about the prospect
and then drilled the well to see whether

the predictions would prove correct.
“As it turned out our predictions were

very correct,” Boswell said.
“We did confirm the presence of gas

hydrates in our two primary target zones
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North Slope gas hydrate well hits target
BP-operated Mount Elbert well confirms presence of gas hydrate accumulation and enables coring and testing of gas hydrate zone
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that we were calling the C and B intervals
in the Sagavanirktok group,” Digert said.

Drilled to 3,000 feet
Doyon Rig 14 drilled the well to a

depth of 3,000 feet from an ice pad 1.4
miles south of the Milne Point B pad,
northwest of the Prudhoe Bay oil field.
Drilling from an ice pad was necessary
because there are no suitable hydrate
prospects below any existing gravel
drilling pad, Digert explained.

The drillers used an oil-based drilling
mud to avoid destabilization of the gas
hydrates by the salts within the more con-
ventional water-based mud. And, also to
avoid damage to the hydrates, the mud
was cooled to about 30 degrees
Fahrenheit. A wireline coring system
enabled rapid recovery of core from the
well, again to ensure that intact hydrate
samples could be retrieved for laboratory
testing. Several drilling service compa-
nies assisted with the drilling and sam-
pling operation.

Once the hydrates samples were
recovered they had to be kept cold, to pre-
vent them from decomposing.

In addition to providing samples of gas
hydrate-bearing rock, the well enabled a
verification of the petroleum geology of a
gas hydrate deposit in a relatively shallow
reservoir setting.

“We penetrated in the first core a fair-
ly hard shale layer which gave us more
confidence that there may be an adequate
(reservoir) seal in the shallow sedi-
ments,” said Project Manager Robert
Hunter of ASRC Energy Services.

Following completion of the coring
from the well, the team ran a full suite of
well logs, followed by a small-scale
“micro-dynamics” test of how the gas

from the underground hydrates would
flow.

Invaluable data
The well cores, log data and flow test

are providing a wealth of information, to
enable a better understanding of the
potential for gas hydrate production, both
on the North Slope and elsewhere.

“We’ve got a gold mine of data,”
Boswell said.

The team will now investigate that
data to determine, for example, the pre-
cise characteristics of the Mount Elbert
reservoir and to refine the models for pos-
sible gas hydrate production. That inves-
tigation might take up to a year, at which
point the team will make a decision on the
next phase of its project, Digert said.

The plan for that next phase is current-
ly unknown, but could involve drilling
another well, perhaps to do a full-scale
flow test from the hydrates. A full-scale
production test from gas hydrates has
never been done and would require new
technologies, Hunter said. Another com-
plication arises from the probable need
for a gravel drilling pad for a sustained
gas hydrate test well, Digert said.

But meantime the team feels more
than satisfied with the results from the
Mount Elbert well.

“The big deal here is to cut that core
and recover it to the surface with stable
hydrates in that cold mud, then to run all
of our logging tools … and gather those
physical and petrophysical data from the
zone and … do the (small-scale) flow
tests,” Digert said.

The well has provided a confirmation
of the model for the seismic identification
of gas hydrate deposits, enabled the first
ever retrieval of North Slope gas hydrate
well cores and the second ever test any-
where in the world of the pressure
response of gas hydrates, Collett said. ●

continued from page 9

HYDRATES

Project manager Robert Hunter examines gas hydrate-bearing core from the Mount Elbert
stratigraphic test well.
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GOVERNMENT
Administration supports integrity idea
for new Petroleum Systems Integrity Office

Regulatory gaps were evident after corrosion issues showed up in Prudhoe Bay tran-
sit lines last year and both the state and federal governments are working to fill those
gaps. 

“What is yet unaddressed is a comprehensive view of all of the facilities, not just
pipelines, that are concerned with oil and gas activities within the state,” Jonne
Slemons, acting coordinator of the Petroleum Systems Integrity Office told Senate
Resources Feb. 19. 

The Murkowski administration promised in August to address these issues, and in
October the governor issued an administrative order establishing the Lease Monitoring
and Engineering Integrity Coordinator’s Office, Slemons said, with a cabinet of nine
agency heads involved in oil and gas in the state, a Joint Pipeline Office-type organi-
zation with representatives of agencies co-located, under Department of Natural
Resources leadership. 

The two primary goals were “first, to discover and fill the regulatory gaps regard-
ing oil and gas, and second to ensure the integrity of oil and gas infrastructure within
the state,” she said.  While the Palin administration did not support a JPO-type organ-
ization, those two primary goals “were considered by the new incoming administration
to be excellent goals,” and remain the primary goals of the Petroleum Systems Integrity
Office, a leaner and less expensive organization with only four compositions, compared
to 10 proposed by Murkowski. 

Slemons said an administrative order establishing PSIO is under review by agencies
with a role in oil and gas and is expected to be issued shortly. There will be no separate
cabinet under the new plan, but the DNR commissioner will be the lead for state and
federal coordination, and will designate a Petroleum Systems Integrity Office coordi-
nator. 

The coordinator’s responsibilities are to conduct a regulatory gap analysis in coor-
dination with other agencies, and then to “fill those gaps in infrastructure oversight.”
The office will also “review, approve and enforce operator quality assurance pro-
grams,” following the model used by the state pipeline coordinator’s office. In con-
junction with the pipeline coordinator’s office, the integrity office will coordinate
enforcement actions. And the integrity office “will periodically report both to the gov-
ernor and to the Legislature on the health of our oil and gas infrastructure.”

Quality assurance program work will begin at Prudhoe Bay and then proceed to
other units. Slemons said the original concept was to do all of the North Slope units
first, but she believes that should be reconsidered, and priority based on age of
infrastructure, production volumes and past maintenance and performance histo-
ry. 

“Cook Inlet frankly concerns me greatly because of the age of the infrastruc-
ture there,” Slemons said. 

—KRISTEN NELSON

http://www.westerngeco.com


By KRISTEN NELSON
Petroleum News

hen the Alaska Senate and House Resource com-
mittees heard from the North Slope producers on
gas pipeline issues in February, the presentations
constituted something of a changing of the guard. 

Joe Marushack, who has headed up the gas pipeline
project for ConocoPhillips for six years, told Senate
Resources Feb. 9 that he will shortly be leaving to head
up ConocoPhillips’ Australia operations (see part I of
this story in Feb. 18 issue of Petroleum News). Wendy
King, director of external strategies
for ConocoPhillips, told House
Resources Feb. 14 that the company
would be bringing in a replacement
for Marushack, assuring the commit-
tee “that we have on the ground a very experienced and
capable team.” 

Angus Walker, BP’s commercial vice president for
Alaska, told Senate Resources Feb. 9 that he’s taking
over from Ken Konrad as BP’s senior vice president for
gas commercialization in Alaska. 

And Craig Haymes of ExxonMobil told House
Resources Feb. 14 that he’s recently moved to Alaska
from ExxonMobil Canada, replacing Richard Owen as
ExxonMobil Production’s Alaska production manager. 

Company representatives returning to the gas line
fray included King, Marty Massey, ExxonMobil’s U.S.
joint interest manager, and Dave Van Tuyl, BP’s Alaska
gas commercialization manager. 

Also a changing project
With a new administration, the companies face a new

gas pipeline process on terms which haven’t yet been
made public. 

“We understand the governor is considering an RFP
process,” Massey told Senate Resources. He said the com-
pany has “expressed our thoughts to the governor and we
are hopeful that a process that will lead to a successful
result will be developed.” He said ExxonMobil’s “key
feedback” to the new administration “is that it’s important
that process not foreclose any options and that it be as
flexible as possible.” 

Van Tuyl said BP thinks the state is “uniquely posi-
tioned” to help overcome the challenges of the project. 

“We see that happening through an open process that’s
available to any project sponsor. We think it should be
open, with the same rules for all the parties, any party.
That would allow the best project to move ahead.” 

He said BP thinks it is very important to allow the free
market to work: “that’s where the best ideas are created
and certainly a project like this needs good ideas to allow
the best project to emerge,” he said. 

King said ConocoPhillips believes the resource issues
have to be addressed to provide “adequate securities to

those of us that are going to be asked to make long-term
shipping commitments.” She said ConocoPhillips wants
to continue exploring with the State of Alaska aligning the
company’s ownership position in the pipeline with its
shipping commitment. 

“We don’t want to rush into a
bad deal,” she said, “but we think
we need to act diligently in trying to
find those solutions. 

“We want to find new ways to
come up with a compromise to
move this forward,” King said. 

What if we hold an open season
… 

An open season, with gas own-
ers committing to ship gas on a pro-
posed line, is an important part of
the process leading up to construc-
tion of a gas pipeline, because the
firm transportation or ship-or-pay
commitments provide surety for
those financing the line. 

Committee members on both the
Senate and House committees
asked the producers: what if there is
an open season and no one comes? 

“One of the worst fears everybody has is we have an
open season and no one shows up to participate,” said Sen.
Bert Stedman, R-Sitka. 

He asked BP’s Van Tuyl what the state could do to
make sure that doesn’t happen. 

Rep. Craig Johnson, R-Anchorage, co-chair of House
Resources, put the question a little differently: “Let’s say
you’re not the chosen pipeline constructor: is there any
reason why you wouldn’t show up during the open season
to make a firm transportation commitment.” 

Van Tuyl told Stedman that the service that’s offered
needs to be responsive to customers. “And what that
means is that we have a low-cost project that is offered that
encourages shippers to participate.” Shippers, he said,
need to have confidence that the project sponsor can deliv-
er a low-cost project. 

The other thing that those making firm-transportation
commitments need is confidence that they know the rules,
he said, that the resource terms are defined in advance of
the open season so shippers know what the fiscal terms
will be. 

To Johnson Van Tuyl said “you’d want to see a low-

cost project and therefore a low toll, a low tariff structure
to ensure that we could get our gas to market for a reason-
able rate.” And the resource owners would need to ensure
that the risks they bear have been managed, including the
fiscal risk on the upstream business. So, whether or not
ConocoPhillips was a pipeline owner, that fiscal risk
“would still need to be dealt with in some shape, fashion
or form.”

Producers concerned about risk
All of the producers talked about the risks they bear in

the project as the resource owners. 
Haymes said the Alaska gas project is very significant

to ExxonMobil, having the potential to add over 1 billion
cubic feet a day of gas sales for the company, equivalent
to 10 percent of its current global gas production. And the
project could add more than 1 billion oil equivalent barrels
of proved reserves, enough to replace a full year of
ExxonMobil’s production. 

But the project will be the largest private investment in
North America and because of its size, “many factors
impact commercial viability.” 

The 2001 cost estimate was $20 billion, but since then
“steel prices have doubled, industry and construction labor
costs are experiencing hyperinflation and there’s world-
wide pressure on global markets” for contracting services
and skilled labor because of world-wide mega projects,
Haymes said. 

Gas prices remain volatile. 
There are many other risks, including “cost overruns,

schedule delays and construction conditions, regulatory
and state fiscal uncertainties,” he said. 

BP’s Van Tuyl said the project faces three basic kinds
of risk: the price the product will actually get in the mar-
ket; the cost of developing it; and fiscal and regulatory
risk. 

“Price is set by markets and we are price-takers, not
price-makers,” Van Tuyl said, as is the state. And the price
of natural gas is volatile. 

Rising costs are a major challenge for any mega proj-
ect, he said, but “the Alaska gas pipeline project is not any
mega project.” It’s sheer size, “and we’ve talked about $20
billion, $30 billion, maybe more,” he said. … “Because of
its size it’s really in a class of its own,” and most mega
projects exceed their sanctioned cost estimates. 

Gas prices have increased, Van Tuyl said, but so have
project costs. “And the net result is that the project remains
challenged.” 

Price risk is inherent to any commodity: “it’s borne by
the resource owners.” 

The project cost risk is something the North Slope pro-
ducers manage “through rigorous project management
processes,” Van Tuyl said. “And as fellow resource own-
ers along with the state we think that careful management
of the cost is absolutely critical to maximizing the value of
the resource.” ●
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BP, Exxon stress risk, opportunities
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ExxonMobil’s “key feedback” to the new
administration “is that it’s important that

process not foreclose any options and that it be
as flexible as possible.” —Marty Massey, ExxonMobil
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By KAY CASHMAN
Petroleum News

urtis Thayer, director of corporate
and external affairs for Enstar
Natural Gas Co., told Petroleum
News Feb. 21 that his company has

drafted a South Kenai Pipeline Extension
Application for a gas pipeline to Homer,
which the Southcentral Alaska utility
hopes to submit to the Regulatory
Commission of Alaska in March. If Enstar
receives “a favorable response” from
RCA, Thayer said it
would begin permit-
ting the line.

“We are still
working on the exact
right of way and
once that is complet-
ed it will be made
public,” he said. 

In remarks to the
Kenai chapter of the
Alliance on Feb. 20,
Thayer said if everything works out, the
southern Kenai Peninsula and Homer
could be consuming natural gas by the end
of 2009.

“Things are moving in the right direc-
tion. A lot of things still need to happen to
fall into place, but it is moving,” he said.

Thayer said his company has had to
“think outside the box” in trying to bring
gas to Homer, which is a tiny market. In
order to support the price of infrastructure
Enstar is looking at both bringing gas
south to Homer and taking untapped
southern Kenai Peninsula gas north to con-
nect into the existing Cook Inlet gas grid.

Current estimates put the cost of
Enstar’s transmission lines at $16 million,
plus another $14 million for distribution
lines (over a five year period). 

“For Homer alone that’s a tough egg to
crack — $30 million to bring natural gas to
Homer. But if we’re able to connect this
system into the Southcentral grid and into
the lower Cook Inlet, there’s a good possi-
bility that we can do what we call postage-
stamp rate-making, where … all of our
customers ... could help share those costs
for bringing it from Anchor Point
(Cosmopolitan) or Red north so we can cut
the transmission costs to Homer by half, if
half that gas is going to benefit our con-
sumers on the other end.” 

Enstar, he said, is hoping its proposal to
build gas lines to the southern peninsula
will stimulate exploration in the area,
which currently has no way to get com-

mercial quantities of natural gas to market.
One possibility Enstar is considering is

connecting to Chevron’s Red well explo-
ration area in the southern peninsula with a
transmission line, and taking that gas both

north to the Kenai-Kachemak Pipe Line at
Ninilchik and, “depending on how much
gas they have” also building a line south to
Homer, a combination which would
involve 23 miles of largely cross-country
transmission lines.

The other possibility is to tap natural
gas from the as-of-yet undeveloped off-
shore Cosmopolitan oil and gas prospect
six miles north of Anchor Point. It would
involve a longer route of about 38 miles
that would follow the Sterling Highway
from Ninilchik into Homer, he said.

Even though one route is substantially
shorter than the other, Thayer said the
costs are similar because Enstar has rights
of way and roads to work off of for the
longer route and would have to go across
country for the shorter route. 

Thayer referred to Cosmopolitan as a
“new and exciting opportunity” that
Pioneer Natural Resources Alaska recently
brought to Enstar’s attention.

“Pioneer,” he noted, “is the primary
driver behind Cosmopolitan development
(see related story on page 1 of this issue)
on the southern peninsula. 

“Pioneer is the one that came to us and

said, ‘We have gas. We don’t know how
much gas we have. Are you interested?’
We were obviously interested.”

Pioneer’s offer “changed the dynamics”
for Enstar, Thayer said.

Whatever the utility decides to do,
Thayer said Homer would probably get
gas.

He said companies exploring for gas in
the area are Chevron (Unocal), Marathon,
Pioneer and Aurora Gas, while three others
— Escopeta, Northstar Energy, Storm Cat
Energy — are developing plans to explore
for natural gas in the area. 

“There are a lot of players out there,”
Thayer said. “It’s a matter of who can
come up with the biggest discovery.”

Thayer provided a timeline for bringing
natural gas to Homer. He said it would
take six months for the regulatory work,
12 months for engineering, six months for
permitting and the right of way, and 20
months for transmission line construction.
Engineering and permitting could begin
after the regulatory work was done but
construction could not begin until towards
the end of the permitting timetable, which
would be second quarter 2008. ●
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Enstar moves forward on Homer gas line
Looking at Cosmopolitan gas; drafts pipeline application for submission in March; if response favorable will start permitting
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Two Gulf LNG
terminals approved
Chevron, independent firm get FERC permission for Mississippi
terminals that can import up to 3.1 bcf daily between them

By ALLEN BAKER
For Petroleum News 

wo terminals a mile apart have been
OK’d for importing liquefied natural
gas into the Pascagoula, Miss., area,
near several major interstate

pipelines. The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission announced the approvals
Feb. 15.

“Our natural gas markets are changing
fundamentally. North American natural
gas supply is no longer sufficient to meet
North American demand, and LNG will
play a more important role in meeting
U.S. natural gas supply needs,” FERC
Chairman Joseph T. Kelliher said in a
statement issued with the approvals. 

“These are significant import projects,
with a combined capacity nearly equal to
the projected capacity of an Alaskan gas
pipeline.”

One of the terminals is to be built by a
unit of Chevron Corp. adjacent to a
Chevron refinery. The second project is
being promoted by Gulf LNG Energy
LLC of Houston, a group of private
investors including Sonangol, the state oil
company of Angola. 

FERC also approved a pipeline expan-
sion to serve the Cheniere Energy Inc.
LNG terminal in Cameron Parish, La., an
increase in capacity of the Maritimes &
Northeast Pipelines to import regasified
LNG into the U.S. Northeast from
Canada, and new natural gas storage of as
much as 17 billion cubic feet of gas in salt
domes under southern Mississippi.

Refinery synergies
The Chevron project, a 264-acre

development called Casotte Landing, will
have some economic advantages due to
its location alongside the refinery, which
could take some of the natural gas liquids
in the gas stream as well as providing

waste heat to aid in regasification of the
LNG. FERC approved a peak volume of
1.6 bcf of gas daily for the facility. 

“There are many inherent synergies
with locating a refinery and a natural gas
import terminal together, including
marine operations and closed-loop regasi-
fication,” said Roland Kell, Chevron’s
Pascagoula Refinery general manager.

Gulf LNG has approval for a $450
million terminal that can handle 1.5 bcf
per day. The project is planned on land
controlled by the local port authority and
county, bordering the Bayou Casotte ship
channel a mile downstream from the
refinery.

Plenty of LNG ports
FERC has approved more than a dozen

new LNG terminals, mostly along the
Gulf coast where the nation’s web of
pipelines is most dense and where public
opposition to the terminals is least vocal. 

Those approved projects, along with
the five already operating, have the theo-
retical capacity to import more than half
of the 61 bcf of gas consumed in the
United States each day.

But LNG imports have declined the
last two years, with less than 2 bcf daily
coming to U.S. shores last year as pro-
ducers bypassed this country to sell their
cargoes for higher prices in Europe. 

U.S. Energy Department economists
expect imports to increase in the next two
years by 1.4 bcf daily as new production
comes on line in Equatorial Guinea,
Nigeria, Norway, and Qatar.

That still won’t fill 30 bcf of daily
capacity, and several of the terminals are
likely to be mothballed before or during
construction. Others could be lonely out-
posts for security guards watching the
silent, empty docks of half-billion-dollar
white elephants, at least for the next few
years. ●
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EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION
Nexen confident entering growth phase

Canadian independent Nexen is pushing ahead with plans to double the output
from its Long Lake oil sands joint-venture with OPTI Canada confident that the pro-
ject’s advanced operating technology can cushion front-end cost inflation.

Chief Financial Officer Marvin Romanow said the capital budget for Phase 2 will
be higher than Phase 1, which is scheduled to process its initial synthetic crude late
this year and peak at 70,000 barrels per day.

He said Nexen expects to sanction Phase 2 soon after detailed engineering is com-
pleted in the first quarter of 2008 and discussions are already underway with engi-
neering firms and contractors to continue expansion.

But he said Nexen has no intention of hazarding a guess at Phase 2 costs.
Houston-based Cambridge Energy Research Associates said in a February study

that new oil and gas projects are facing 53 percent increases on a global scale for the
cost of construction materials and to handle shortages of workers, vendors and equip-
ment. Nexen Chief Executive Officer Charlie Fischer said Long Lake’s steam-assist-
ed gravity drainage technology provides a built in edge of C$10 per barrel over simi-
lar projects.

He also said that sequential development of the second phase will provide some
synergies from first-phase operations.

—GARY PARK 

EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION
Deep Panuke a ‘keeper’ for EnCana 

Regardless of delays, shrinking reserve numbers and questions about future
ownership, EnCana continues to stay the course with its Deep Panuke gas project.

Although focused almost exclusively on onshore resource plays and the oil
sands, the big Canadian independent shows no signs of backing away from the
offshore Nova Scotia venture.

Chief Executive Officer Randy Eresman told a Feb. 15 conference call that
Deep Panuke is “a keeper for us. It will be a great addition to EnCana’s overall
portfolio.” 

Regulatory hearings to start
Gerry Protti, president of EnCana’s offshore and international division, said

the immediate focus is on the March 5 start of regulatory hearings.
Otherwise, EnCana is seeking expressions of interest for some major compo-

nents and is exploring its pipeline options.
Eresman conceded that the company’s other activities off Canada’s East Coast

have not been all that successful and, for that reason, exploration has been cut
back.

In a recent update of Deep Panuke reserves, estimates ranged from 392 billion
to 892 billion cubic feet, with a mean 632 bcf, falling short of initial estimates of
1.1 trillion cubic feet. Based on those number, production is expected to peak at
300 million cubic feet per day, off 25 percent from original targets.

If regulatory approval is obtained, EnCana hopes to make a final decision this
year on whether to proceed.

—GARY PARK
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A sidetrack to a sidetrack at Hansen
Pioneer applied to renew its oil discharge

prevention and contingency plan in January.
The Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation declared the plan application
sufficient for review and posted a public
notice on Feb. 21 that said Pioneer proposed
“to conduct a regional, multi-year onshore
oil and gas exploration drilling program.” 

The actual spill
plan addressed the
current project in
addendum A under
project overview,
saying the company
planned to drill “two
sidetracks” — 1Aand
L1 — a drilling pro-
gram that would run
from July 2007 to
July 2008. Since
Hansen No. 1Awas drilled in 2003 as a side-
track to the 2001-02 Hansen Well No. 1,
Petroleum News’ assumption is that there
was a typo in the spill plan and that
Sheffield’s statement was correct when he
said Pioneer plans just one sidetrack at this
time — supposedly No. L1, a sidetrack to
Hansen No. 1’s sidetrack 1A. 

Petroleum News sources say Pioneer is
looking at drilling as many as 21 wells over
a period of 3-5 years at Cosmopolitan, if the
project proves commercially viable and is
sanctioned by its working interest owners,
which include Pioneer (50 percent),
ConocoPhillips (20 percent), Devon Energy
(17.5 percent) and Forest Oil (12.5 percent). 

No. 1A went out almost four miles
The first two Hansen wells were drilled

by ConocoPhillips, which was the
Cosmopolitan unit operator until 2006 when
it sold 40 percent of its 60 percent interest to
Pioneer.

Both the original well and the first side-
track were drilled from an onshore pad in
section 2, township 4 south, range 15 west,
Seward Meridian, to bottomhole locations
out under Cook Inlet in section 32-T3S-

R15W, SM, west-northwest of the onshore
pad. The drilling pad was on a bluff on pri-
vate land overlooking the inlet, approxi-
mately six miles north of Anchor Point and
one-half mile west of the Sterling Highway.
Cosmopolitan is about two miles offshore.

The same drilling pad will be used by
Pioneer to drill the second sidetrack this
summer, but the bottomhole location has not
yet been released by the company, nor has a
drilling rig selection been announced.

What is known is that the sidetrack will
be drilled in much the same way as the first,
using extended reach drilling technology,
and that related activities, such as preparing
the gravel pad and setting up the camp and
rig, will begin in April or May. Production
testing, Pioneer said, is expected “to occur
over a period of several months,” which was
what was done at the first sidetrack.

During the testing of that first sidetrack
ConocoPhillips trucked produced oil to the
Kenai Peninsula’s Tesoro refinery, a Forest
executive said at the time.

DEC said Pioneer’s spill plan proposes to
address prevention and response measures
for a response-planning standard of 1,500
barrels per day for 15 days to a total of
22,500 barrels at the drilling site. 

First production 2010
In a fall 2006 speech, Sheffield said that

Pioneer would evaluate the results from that
new well and, if the results met certain crite-
ria, the company would define a develop-
ment strategy and make a development deci-
sion.

“We’re pushing this project forward,” he
said. “We’re envisioning that if all goes well
we could see first production in approxi-
mately 2010.” 

The 2010 startup date is contingent on
further appraisal of the prospect, he said,
noting that a development at Cosmopolitan

would entail a large project. 
“If all this were to come together … it

would require some pretty significant infra-
structure. … We’re about 65 miles from the
existing Tesoro refinery.”

Petroleum News sources say transporta-
tion facilities for Cosmopolitan would likely
include an oil pipeline to Nikiski and a natu-
ral gas pipeline tie-in to the Kenai-
Kachemak Pipeline at Happy Valley.

Challenges ahead
Petroleum News sources say producing

Cosmopolitan from onshore will be chal-
lenging.

The Hansen No. 1 “well went down
about a mile and a half and then out under-
neath the inlet about three miles” and was a
“world-class accomplishment,” Rick Mott,
ConocoPhillips Alaska’s vice president of
exploration and land in April 2003 told an
Anchorage audience when the Hansen No.
1A sidetrack was being drilled. State records
show it at 18,630 feet total depth and 7,418
feet true vertical depth.

Mott said the sidetrack was being drilled
with “the largest and most powerful drilling
rig in Alaska” (Nabors Rig 273) and would
go even farther out underneath the inlet
(almost four miles). The sidetrack was fin-
ished a month later at a total depth of 20,789
feet. Its true vertical depth was 7,102 feet.

Former Alaska Division of Oil and Gas
Director Ken Boyd told Petroleum News
Feb. 21 that he recalled a discussion years
ago about using a jack-up rig vs. onshore
drilling at Cosmopolitan. 

“I think the answer is it is simpler to drill
the reservoir from a jack-up but not
absolutely necessary. The problem, of
course, it that a more substantial rig is need-
ed to drill offset — long reach — wells from
onshore. A jack-up might be required to
reach the extreme western part of the struc-
ture,” but that might not be a big deal with
advances in technology, Boyd said. 

“I will guess that the majority of the
prospect can be reached from onshore, albeit
with some difficulty and added expense,” he
said.

One of the problems Pioneer faces “is the
nature of the rocks. Cook Inlet, unlike the
North Slope, is full of gummy coal that
wreaks havoc with directional wells,” Boyd
said.

“Phillips, when it was just Phillips, had
real problems drilling directional wells in the
Sunfish prospect. Coal was the problem, or
one of the problems,” he said referring to the
abundance of coals under the inlet that have
been known to collapse in around drill pipe
causing it to get stuck and necessitating the
drilling of a sidetrack. 

“I don’t think you have to use a jack-up
but it would be desirable. Of course the
downside is that there is no jack-up” in Cook
Inlet right now, Boyd said.

In the third unit plan of exploration
approved by Alaska’s Division of Oil and
Gas last fall and an extended suspension of
operations granted by the U.S. Minerals
Management Service, Pioneer was required
to drill a new well or a sidetrack well to a
minimum true vertical depth of 6,000 feet,
with drilling to commence by Nov. 14, 2007.
The well was to penetrate the Lower Tyonek

sand-prone interval found in the Starichkof
State No. 1 well.

Geological information on record
The known oil accumulation at

Cosmopolitan was discovered by Pennzoil
in 1967 in the 12,112-foot vertical,
Starichkof State No. 1, drilled from a jack-
up rig. The company recovered 30 barrels of
20 degree API gravity oil from a drill stem
test at about 6,900 feet and 21 barrels from a
drill stem test at about 6,800 feet. 

Pennzoil reported encountering the top of
the Hemlock formation at 6,745 feet. A sec-
ond well, also drilled in 1967, found some
gas at 4,000 feet but water in the Hemlock
formation at 7,355 feet some two miles from
the first well. 

While drilling results were enough to
hold the lease, Pennzoil’s discovery was
never developed and the original unit lapsed.

In 2001, prior to drilling Hansen No. 1,
Phillips said it had done some chemical
analysis of the Starichkof oil and believed
that new drilling would show actual gravity
was significantly higher.

The Cosmopolitan operators have been
relatively close mouthed about Hansen
drilling results, but last fall Sheffield said the
Hansen No. 1A entered the Hemlock and
tested at approximately 500 barrels per day.

In mid-2005 Tim Dove, Pioneer’s presi-
dent and chief operating officer at the time,
said the Hansen well and sidetrack “tested at
a stabilized rate of 600 to 800 barrels a day
over different intervals that lasted for three
to four months.”

Robert Boswell, former president and
CEO of Forest, told an investment sympo-
sium in April 2002 that the Hansen No. 1
tested oil in the Hemlock and in the Tyonek
formations. 

Forest later said the Hansen No. 1A was
completed with a horizontal section through
the Starichkof and Hemlock intervals. 

At the North American Prospects
Exposition held Feb. 5-6, 2004, in Houston,
Texas, ConocoPhillips was shopping for
partners to share some of the cost of explor-
ing Cosmopolitan, including shooting 3D
seismic over the prospect, which was even-
tually done in 2005.

In literature it handed out at NAPE,
ConocoPhillips described the original oil in
place at Cosmopolitan as “significant in the
combined section of the Lower Tyonek and
Hemlock sandstones. These units have been
tested and are shown to flow 25 degree API
gravity oil at rates greater than 500 BOPD.”
The company also said that there was upside
potential “for increased well production
rates with better reservoir understanding,” as
well as shallow gas and oil potential in thin
sandstones in the Upper Tyonek formation. 

The oil play, ConocoPhillips said, is in
fluvial sandstones in the Oligocene
Hemlock and Miocene Tyonek formations
of the Lower Cook Inlet basin. An axial flu-
vial braid plain is the depositional environ-
ment for these sections. Net pay of more
than 100 feet in the Hemlock sandstone, the
primary target and more than 130 feet in the
secondary target, the Miocene Tyonek are
within the general reservoir parameters. 

ConocoPhillips described the play as a
four-way dip closure. ●
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INTERNATIONAL
Exxon, Qatar scrap GTL project

Exxon Mobil Corp. and Qatar Petroleum said Feb. 20 they would scrap a gas-to-
liquids project in favor of developing another project to provide natural gas to the
domestic Qatari market. 

The domestic project, Barzan, will supply domestic gas to the booming Qatari
economy, according to ExxonMobil’s web site. Qatar has seen unprecedented indus-
trial growth amid a natural gas boom. 

The move comes amid soaring costs for major capital projects like converting gas
to petroleum liquids. The liquids are easier to export by tanker ship than the gas. 

Irving-based ExxonMobil and Qatar signed an agreement for the GTL project in
July 2004. The deal was due to expire later this year, said ExxonMobil spokeswoman
Jeanne Miller. 

“This is a decision we made that’s very consistent with our investment approach,”
Miller said. 

“The Barzan project is a very important strategic project for Qatar,” said Qatar
Energy Minister H.E. Abdullah bin Hamad Al-Attiyah. 

—THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

http://www.nstiak.com
http://www.kingstreetstorage.net


By GARY PARK
For Petroleum News

he Alberta cash cow is drying up after
decades of accounting for 40 percent of
total investment in the province, posing
a challenge for the government to do

what it has long neglected — start figuring
out how to convert its energy resources into
sustained, long-term prosperity. 

More than at any stage in its recent histo-
ry, Alberta is at a crossroads and must take
urgent steps to deal with its future risks and
opportunities, say two University of Calgary
researchers.

The paper, by Robert Mansell, managing
director of the university’s Institute for
Sustainable Energy, Environment and
Economy, and research associate Ron
Schlenker, warns that energy royalties col-
lected by the government could fall by as
much as 50 percent by 2013.

The underlying reason is tied to the con-
ventional oil and gas sector, which Mansell
said has peaked after 15 years as the major
driving force in Alberta’s growth and has
accounted for two-thirds of the royalties
paid to the government.

If commodity prices stay in the range of
C$4-$5 per thousand cubic feet for gas and
US$40 per barrel oil that would be enough
to see the province’s non-renewable
resource revenues cut in half to C$5 billion. 

The report said that from 1971 to 2004,
the petroleum industry contributed C$1.5
trillion to Alberta’s Gross Domestic Product,
at an average of C$45 billion a year.

The industry also contributed C$280 bil-
lion in government revenues, C$600 billion
in labor income and 12 million person-years
of employment, at an annual average of
375,000 person-years.

Removing oil and gas revenues from the
question, the Alberta GDP over the same
period would have been 42 percent smaller.

Although non-renewable resource rev-
enues are projected to fall sharply over the
2005-2013 period, the industry’s average
annual contribution to GDP is forecast to be
about C$87 billion, or 40 percent of overall
provincial GDP compared to the historic 42
percent.

But the report said there is no doubt the
oil and gas industry will be the main engine
of Alberta’s economic growth and prosperi-
ty for many decades because, in both size
and impact, it is “difficult to imagine the
possibility of another sector with the prereq-
uisite comparative advantage and size to sig-
nificantly replace energy as the key driver of
the economy.”

However, the researchers emphasize that
there are major hurdles to clear if Alberta is
to extend its prosperity.

That will require longer-term social and
physical infrastructure planning and funding
commitments — such as copying the invest-
ments and commitments in the 1980s that
led to the development of in-situ technology
which will support 90 percent of future bitu-
men extraction in the oil sands. 

But Mansell suggests that work should
have started 15 years ago to deal with the
water consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions problems that represent a risk to
oil sands expansion. 

To achieve the goal of long-term pros-

perity, the challenges include overcoming:
Labor and skills shortages, rising costs,
access to resources and landscape impacts,
lack of infrastructure, managing water use
and greenhouse gas emissions, the authors
said.

They recommended that the Alberta gov-
ernment should adopt a longer-term strategy
that incorporates more of an “asset and risk
management” framework for energy and
environmental policy and regulation.

That framework would place greater
emphasis on preserving, developing and
preparing for future options and on mini-
mizing the likelihood of irreversible or very
damaging outcomes.

On the upside, the researchers said there
is no shortage of opportunities for energy-
based sustainable growth and prosperity,
given the expected growth in energy
demand.

“With its huge concentration of energy
resources, there is the potential (for Alberta)
to become a leader in clean, competitive and
secure energy.

“The one thing we can be certain about is
that meeting the challenges and unlocking
the opportunities will require a clear vision
and long-term commitments to that vision.

“It will require major, sustained invest-
ments in the development of people, infra-
structure, technologies and policies focused
on cleaner and more efficient ways of recov-
ering, using and upgrading our large fossil
fuel base, systematic integration of energy
and environmental systems and, in general,
a shift in policy and regulatory frameworks
to better embody asset and risk management
strategies appropriate in an environment of
risk and uncertainty.”

Although the oil sands are grabbing most
of the attention in terms of Alberta’s future
energy potential, the study said convention-
al oil and gas should not be overlooked.

With long-term commitment to research,
development and deployment of new tech-
nologies, conventional recovery rates could
be raised to 41 percent from 27 percent for
oil and to 72 percent from 59 percent for gas.

At those levels, an additional 8.4 billion
barrels of oil could be recovered generating
more than C$30 billion in royalties and
C$550 billion in GDP, while the increased
gas recovery would translate into an addi-
tional 32.5 trillion cubic feet, adding C$16
billion to royalties and C$250 billion to
GDP. 

With most of the physical infrastructure
already in place, “very little additional pub-
lic expenditure” would be needed, the study
said.

Success in converting “even a modest
portion of the ultimate potential into clean,
secure and competitive energy supplies
translates into a huge prize,” the authors
said.

“Given the size and location of this
resource base, it would seem that energy
represents one of the clearest and most sig-
nificant examples of comparative advantage
for Alberta and Canada in an increasingly
competitive global economy,” they said.
“Put simply we have the potential to become
an energy superpower in a world with an
ever-growing appetite for energy.” ●
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It’s catch-up 
time in Alberta
Action needed if energy-based economy to remain source of
prosperity; technology could create energy superpower

T

Company symbol    earnings %   liquids %    gas    %

ExxonMobil XOM  $10,250 -4 2,678,000 +2 9,301 -5

RD/Shell  RDS-A $5,283 +21 2,201,000 +11 8,377 -5

Chevron CVX $3,772 -9 1,812,000 +6 4,849 -2

ConocoPhillips COP $3,197 -13 1,148,000 +13 5,394 +55

Occidental OXY $928 -19 471,000 +15 735 +9

Can. Natural CNQ.TO

Devon DVN $582 -40 231,200 +8 2,287 +6

Talisman TLM

Imperial IMO C$794 -22 267,000 -0- 529 -9

Petro-Canada PCZ C$384 -42 245,000 -16 739 -8

XTO XTO $429 -5 58,362 +11 1,230 +12

Pioneer PXD $28 -79 43,712 -16 343 +10

Newfield NFX $82 -81 17,800 +23 613 +40

Pogo PPP -$17 —- 35,647 -0- 292 +10

Marathon MRO $1,079 -15 212,000 +12 874 -13

Husky HSE.TO $542 -19 265,700 +23 662 -2

Apache APA $519 -34 246,192 +8 1,721 +39

Suncor SU.TO C$358 -47 260,000 +52 191 +1

Nexen NXY.TO C$77 -75 166,100 -11 243 +4

Chesapeake CHK

EOG EOG $237 -49 28,700 -0- 1,407 +7

Swift SFY $35 +2 23,900 -2 63 +3

EnCana ECA   $663 -72 152,154 -34 3,406 +2

Anadarko APC $1,916 +119 243,000 +55 2,226 +100

BP BP $2,880 -22 2,416,000 –6 8,256 -2

Earnings from Petroleum News Top 25
Earnings fourth quarter 2006 • Change from fourth quarter 2005

Liquids production fourth quarter 2006 • Change from fourth quarter 2005
Natural gas production fourth quarter 2006 • Change from fourth quarter 2005

OIL COMPANY EARNINGS

* Does not include share of Lukoil production
**Millions of cubic feet equivalent

Liquids production in barrels per day. Natural gas production in millions of cubic feet per day.

NOTE: Top 25 is based on Petroleum News research

http://www.pdstech.com
http://www.flowlinealaska.com
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Companies involved in Alaska and northern
Canada’s oil and gas industry

ADVERTISER PAGE AD APPEARS ADVERTISER PAGE AD APPEARS
Business Spotlight

A
Ace Transport
Acuren USA (formerly Canspec Group)
Aeromed
ACS
Agrium
Air Liquide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Air Logistics of Alaska
Alaska Air Cargo
Alaska Anvil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Alaska Coverall
Alaska Dreams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Alaska Frontier Constructors
Alaska Interstate Construction
Alaska Marine Lines
Alaska Railroad Corp.
Alaska Rubber & Supply
Alaska Steel Co.
Alaska Telecom
Alaska Tent & Tarp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Alaska Textiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Alaska West Express
Alliance, The
American Marine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Arctic Controls
Arctic Foundations
Arctic Slope Telephone Assoc. Co-op.
Arctic Structures
Arctic Wire Rope & Supply
ASRC Energy Services

Engineering & Technology
Operations & Maintenance
Pipeline Power & Communications
Regulatory and Technical Services

Avalon Development

B-F
Badger Productions
Baker Hughes
Bombay Deluxe Restaurant
Bond, Stephens & Johnson
Broadway Signs
Brooks Range Supply
Capital Office Systems
Carlile Transportation Services
Chiulista Camp Services
Computing Alternatives
CN Aquatrain
Coldwell Bankers
Colville
CONAM Construction
ConocoPhillips Alaska
Construction Machinery Industrial
Contract Consultants
Coremongers
Crowley Alaska
Cruz Construction
Dowland-Bach Corp.
Doyon Drilling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Doyon LTD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Doyon Universal Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Egli Air Haul
Engineered Fire and Safety
ENSR Alaska
Epoch Well Services
ESS Support Services Worldwide
Evergreen Helicopters of Alaska
F. Robert Bell and Associates
Fairweather Companies, The
Flint Hills Resources
Flowline Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Friends of Pets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Frontier Flying Service

G-M
Grainger Industrial Supply
Great Northern Engineering
Great Northwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
GPS Environmental
Hawk Consultants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
H.C. Price
Hilton Anchorage
Holaday-Parks
Horizon Well Logging
Hotel Captain Cook

Hunter 3-D
Industrial Project Services
Inspirations
Jackovich Industrial & Construction Supply
Judy Patrick Photography
Kenai Aviation
Kenworth Alaska
King Street Storage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Kuukpik Arctic Catering
Kuukpik/Veritas
Kuukpik - LCMF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Last Frontier Air Ventures
Lounsbury & Associates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Lynden Air Cargo
Lynden Air Freight
Lynden Inc.
Lynden International
Lynden Logistics
Lynden Transport
Mapmakers of Alaska
Marathon Oil
Marketing Solutions
Mayflower Catering
MI Swaco
MWH
MRO Sales

N-P
Nabors Alaska Drilling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
NANA/Colt Engineering
Natco Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Nature Conservancy, The
NEI Fluid Technology
NMS Employee Leasing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Nordic Calista
North Slope Telecom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Northern Air Cargo
Northern Transportation Co.
Northland Wood Products
Northwest Technical Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Offshore Divers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Oilfield Improvements
Oilfield Transport
P.A. Lawrence
Pacific Power Products
Panalpina
PDC Harris Group
Peak Oilfield Service Co.
Penco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Petroleum Equipment & Services
Petrotechnical Resources of Alaska. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
PGS Onshore
ProComm Alaska
Prudhoe Bay Shop & Storage
PTI Group

Q-Z
QUADCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Rain for Rent
Residential Mortgage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Salt + Light Creative . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Schlumberger
Seekins Ford
Spenard Builders Supply
STEELFAB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
3M Alaska
Tire Distribution Systems (TDS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Total Safety U.S. Inc.
TOTE
Totem Equipment & Supply
Tubular Solutions Alaska
UAA Department of Engineering
Udelhoven Oilfield Systems Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Unique Machine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Univar USA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Usibelli
U.S. Bearings and Drives
VECO
Welding Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
WesternGeco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Xtel International
XTO Energy

All of the companies listed above advertise on a regular basis 
with Petroleum News

Bernie Leas, Operations Manager

Horizon Well
Logging Inc.

Horizon Well Logging, located in
Anchorage, provides formation evalua-
tion, drilling parameter, pressure detec-
tion and rig monitoring services on oil,
gas and geothermal wells. The compa-
ny also provides geological consultants
and wellsite geology services to its
clients. Horizon conducts business in
the Western United States, Alaska, and
Central and South America.

Bernie Leas joined Horizon in 2004,
bringing many years’ experience with
such firms as Epoch Well Services,
Sperry Sun and Exlog (now Baker
Hughes Inteq). Another field of interest
is gold and silver mining, which he’s
done in Canada and California. He and
wife Barbara are fortunate to have
their three grown children, Deborah,
Bernie and Bettina, six grandchildren
and a great grandchild all living in
Alaska.
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millions of barrels of oil stashed in salt
caverns in Texas and Louisiana.

Luft is executive director of the
Institute for the Analysis of Global
Security, a Washington, D.C.-based ener-
gy security think tank.

He noted that the Gulf Coast is vulner-
able to hurricanes and urged Bush to
establish additional caches of oil in other
parts of the country.

“The administration should consider a
radically different and much cheaper
approach to boosting our security: make
ANWR our strategic reserve. For many
years, supporters of drilling in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge have failed to
open it for production. With the
Democrats controlling Congress, the
chances of drilling are slimmer than ever.
President Bush didn’t even bother to raise
the issue last month. But reframing the
issue to cast the refuge as an emergency
stockpile rather than a source of produc-
tion might well change the politics,” Luft
wrote.

Alaska senior Sen. Ted Stevens told
Alaska reporters Feb. 20 that he, coinci-
dentally, had been considering the same
idea and would like to press for its consid-
eration in Congress.

Idea greeted with consternation
Other Alaskans greeted the notion with

consternation.
“I still don’t know or understand what

Sen. Stevens is proposing,” said longtime
ANWR lobbyist Roger Herrera. “The
whole purpose of the SPR is to have a
reserve of certain oil that is available
instantly. At the moment ANWR oil is nei-
ther certain nor quickly available. 

“If the idea is to prove the area up and
then shut it in, that’s fine, except who will
pay for everything? The federal govern-
ment? How does Alaska get its 50 percent
share? And so on and so forth. I simply do
not understand enough to comment,”
Herrera added. 

“Furthermore, I have a hard time com-
ing up with a concept that might work.
However, I would prefer to reserve judg-
ment.”

Former Alaska oil and gas director Ken
Boyd also raised concerns.

“I may have testified against this idea
in Congress once,” Boyd said. “ANWR is
not an oil bank. We don’t know what’s
there. 

“The part of this idea that I don’t like
is, ‘how do you do it?’ You can’t ask a
capitalist company to spend the money to
explore for and develop oil in ANWR and
then just shut in the wells,” Boyd said.

Not only would maintaining an oil
reservoir in ANWR be “fantastically
expensive” and extremely difficult for
government agencies to do, it also would
be highly impractical and dangerous,
Boyd said.

“The oil would still be in the ground, in
the rock as nature put it there 100 million
years ago. It’s not like the oil is in a jar,”
he observed.

Moreover, the SPR is designed to allow
the president to respond quickly to a
national emergency. ANWR oil could not
be produced, processed and shipped to
refineries on the West Coast fast enough to
make a difference quickly in a volatile oil
market, he said. 

The only way the idea could possibly

work, according to Boyd, is if ANWR’s
1002 Area was explored and developed in
the normal fashion and then the U.S. gov-

ernment bought the oil when it reached the
West Coast or some other designated U.S.
market. ●
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continued from page 1

ANWR

“Our company has a proud legacy here,” Fox said, refer-
ring to Shell’s history of exploration in the state. Shell left
Alaska in 1998 after more than 40 years of activity in the
state that included exploration in the Beaufort Sea, the
Chukchi Sea, the Bering Sea, and the discovery of the
Beaufort Sea’s Northstar and Liberty fields.

“We drilled four out of the five wells that have been
drilled in the Chukchi and participated in most of the wells
that were drilled in the offshore Beaufort,” Fox said.

Fox himself was involved in Shell exploration activities
in the Bering, Beaufort and Chukchi seas in the 1980s.

Now, high oil prices and the availability of new oil and
gas technologies have attracted Shell back to the Alaska off-
shore regions, Fox said.

Two fronts
Fox characterized Shell’s current Alaska initiatives as

pursuing two fronts — investigations that focus on finding
new prospects, including the preparations for future lease
sales, and work associated with known prospects. Work on
the first of those fronts involves the acquisition of 3-D seis-
mic data, while work on the second front primarily involves
exploration drilling and drilling preparations.

Shell hopes to acquire 3-D seismic from both the
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas in 2007, depending on sea ice
conditions, Fox said. And, according to Shell’s Alaska
Coastal Management Program filing WesternGeco’s M.V.
Gilavar will conduct the seismic surveys, probably between

early August and late October. In the summer of 2006 the
same vessel acquired some Chukchi seismic for Shell, but
the vessel could not operate in the Beaufort Sea in that year
because of severe ice conditions.

As with last year, the Chukchi surveys will take place 55
to 60 miles, or more, offshore, Fox said. Shell will work
with the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission to adaptive-
ly adjust the seismic program, rather than applying an over
prescriptive set of operational rules. That presents the best
way to minimize any impact on subsistence hunting, Fox
said.

“We will work with them adaptively to fit our seismic
program into a schedule that does not affect the hunt,” Fox
said.

And Fox commented that the 2006 Chukchi seismic
program had not impacted the hunt, although three different
companies were all acquiring seismic.

“When we went back for the post-season reviews, the
villagers on the Chukchi Sea declined … because they saw
no impact,” Fox said.

Shell is also conducting a research program to test the
feasibility of acquiring seismic data from winter sea ice
rather than during the summer open water season (see the
Jan. 21 edition of Petroleum News).

Drilling at Sivulliq
On the other exploration front, the investigation of

known prospects, Shell is focusing initially on the area of
the Sivulliq prospect. Formerly known as Hammerhead,
Sivulliq lies due north of Flaxman Island on the western
side of Camden Bay. The prospect contains a known oil
pool penetrated by two exploration wells drilled by Unocal

in 1985 and 1986. According to information published by
MMS the prospect is estimated to contain 100 million to
200 million barrels of technically recoverable oil in a
Brookian sand reservoir. But the oil pool has not been fully
delineated.

Interestingly, Shell participated in the original
Hammerhead drilling and Fox was himself onboard the
drill ship that tested the Hammerhead oil discovery.

Shell’s current plan involves the use of modern technol-
ogy to appraise the known oil accumulation.

“You want to verify with today’s technology what’s
there,” Fox said. “You want to hinge your future on some
strong possibilities early on.”

Shell expects to drill three wells at Sivulliq during the
2007 open water season, as part of a program that antici-
pates the drilling of three to four wells per year during the
period of the company’s 2007 to 2009 eastern Beaufort Sea
exploration plan.

And the drilling plans include one deep target with a
well depth approaching 14,000 feet, although the majority
of currently planned wells will likely drill to depths of less
than 8,000 feet, Fox said.

But Shell’s choice of specific wells to drill after 2007
will depend on the results of the 2007 work.

“What we do after year one depends a lot more on (what
happens in) year one than anything else,” Fox said.

However, the need for a large petroleum find to justify
the huge cost of arctic offshore petroleum exploration and
development attests to Shell’s confidence in the region.

“Frankly if we didn’t believe there was a possibility of
that (significant find) we wouldn’t be in with this big

continued from page 1
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investment,” Fox said.

Two drilling vessels
Shell will be using two drilling vessels,

the Kulluk and the Frontier Discoverer, for
the Beaufort Sea drilling program.

The Kulluk was originally designed to
operate specifically in Beaufort Sea ice con-
ditions, Fox said. And Shell has had the
Discoverer completely refurbished for the
Beaufort Sea operations, he said. One
important feature of the Discoverer is an
anchor system that allows the vessel to
weathervane around its center, without the
need to move anchors, Fox said.

The use of two drilling vessels will
enable Shell to obtain early evaluations of
oil and gas prospects and will also enable
one vessel to back up the other.

Fox pointed out that it is essential to use
mobile drilling platforms in the water depths
of more that 100 feet where Shell will be
operating and that Shell has a protocol for
removing the rigs from the drilling area in
severe ice conditions.

A fleet of ice-rated vessels will support
the drilling operations. But, because of the
lack of an icebreaker fleet in the United
States or Canada, the vessels are coming
from several countries, including Russia and
Finland. For example, the icebreaker
Vladimir Ignatyuk will come from Russia.

Shell has commissioned and equipped a
brand new U.S. 301-foot, ice-rated, anchor
handling supply vessel as an oil spill
response vessel. And the company is bring-
ing on site a complete suite of offshore oil
spill response equipment — ASRC RTS will
manage the offshore oil spill response
arrangements and has prepared Shell’s oil
discharge prevention and contingency plan.

Alaska Clean Seas will provide nearshore
oil spill response support.

Although he hopes that an oil spill will
never happen, Fox is confident that the tech-
nology and equipment that Shell has avail-
able will enable an effective cleanup in the
event of any size of spill. If there were a spill
“we’ll be there until it’s cleaned,” he said.

In parallel with the drilling activities,
Shell is continuing with some other Beaufort

Sea investigations that it started in 2006. An
approximately 12-day program of geotech-
nical borings will determine the properties
of the top 400 feet of soil under the sea floor.
This scientific investigation forms an essen-
tial precursor to any petroleum development
evaluation — preliminary engineering
design and cost estimates for any develop-
ment depend on data about the subsea soil.

And sea bottom surveys at potential
future drilling sites will involve the use of a
type of low-power seismic system that can
identify drilling hazards such as shipwrecks
or shallow gas pockets.

“We proactively work ahead of time on
potential sites and go get those surveys,”
Fox said.

Wildlife monitoring
During the 2007 open water season Shell

will be mounting a major program to moni-
tor marine mammals and mitigate any
impacts of the industrial activities. Of partic-
ular concern is the potential for impacts on
the migration routes of bowhead whales and
the consequent impact on subsistence hunt-
ing.

“We have worked this with the Alaska
Eskimo Whaling Commission and the North
Slope Borough wildlife department,” Fox
said. “From all our conversations they are
both very pleased with Shell’s comprehen-
sive approach to gathering data on the actu-

al routes that the whales take.”
Marine mammal observers recruited on

the North Slope will be stationed on every
Shell vessel, watching for wildlife 24 hours
per day, seven days per week. Shell has
hired about 70 observers, Fox said.

Shell will deploy five passive acoustic
arrays out in the Beaufort Sea, at intervals
along the coast from near Point Barrow in
the west to the Kaktovik in the east. Each
array will extend about 20 miles out into the
sea. The arrays will enable the continuous
monitoring of whale movements during the
open water season, by tracking whale
sounds.

Aerial monitoring flights will patrol out
from the coastline twice a day during day-
light hours. Shell also plans to test the use of
unmanned aerial vehicles for wildlife moni-
toring, although the company has not yet
reached the point of replacing manned
flights by unmanned flights.

“We are working on a program to do fur-
ther testing this season,” Fox said. “We are
very hopeful about that but we are not ready
to replace the others yet.”

Shell has conducted some tests of
wildlife spotting from drones in the Puget
Sound, in the Pacific Northwest.

“There were a lot of things learned and it
was a very encouraging result,” Fox said.

Community involvement
As in 2006, Shell is taking a lead in

developing a single 2007 whaling conflict
avoidance agreement that would apply to all
offshore industrial activity, Fox said. In
2006, Shell contacted every possible off-
shore operator to ensure comprehensive
involvement in the agreement.

“In return visits to the villages we got
very positive remarks about the way we
operated last year and we were invited to do
it again,” Fox said.

And a key component in communication
with village subsistence hunters will be a
Shell-operated communications center in
every village, fully manned by village resi-
dents. Protocols require every vessel to call
the centers at least every six hours.

“The Alaska Eskimo Whaling
Commission and Shell and various other
parties during the season will be talking
every day,” Fox said. “… We’re committed

continued from page 17
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Shell’s drilling-related activities in the
Beaufort Sea. On Feb. 6 MMS issued a
separate permit for Shell’s proposed
2007 3-D seismic operations in the
Beaufort Sea; the agency is still review-
ing a Shell permit application for acquir-
ing 3-D seismic in the Chukchi Sea.

All of the MMS approvals are subject
to conditions that must be met before the
planned operations can be carried out. In
particular, the offshore activities require
incidental harassment authorizations
from the National Marine Fisheries
Service; a conflict avoidance agreement
with the Alaska Eskimo Whaling
Commission and the North Slope village
whaling captains associations; and a
bowhead whale monitoring program.
The lighting configuration on drill ships
must be configured to minimize the
attraction of birds to the structures. And
Shell must verify the absence of historic
shipwrecks at the Sivulliq site where the
company plans to drill in 2007.

Drilling of any Beaufort Sea well will
also require an MMS drilling permit.

Approval of the oil discharge preven-
tion and contingency plan is contingent
on 22 conditions being met, including

the need for clarification of some of the
communications arrangements and the
clarification of some response proce-
dures. MMS will also require Shell to
conduct equipment deployment exercis-
es and a tabletop exercise to demonstrate
the viability of the plan.

On Feb. 16 the 50-day review period
for the Alaska Coastal Management
Program review for Shell’s Beaufort Sea
drilling program began. In its ACMP fil-
ing Shell identified 12 possible locations
for geophysical surveys, exploration and
appraisal drilling — seven locations
with Flaxman Island names on blocks
6658, 6707, 6708, 6709, 6765, 6824,
and 6874; four locations with the name
Barter Island on blocks 6801, 6802,
6962, and 7117; and one location with
the name Harrison Bay on block 6222.
The project description in the public
notice said a total of 16 vessels would be
operating in the Beaufort in connection
with the drilling program in 2007.

Deadline for written comments under
the ACMP review is 5 p.m. on March
19.

—ALAN BAILEY

continued from page 1

PLAN

see SHELL page 19

Shell will deploy five passive
acoustic arrays out in the Beaufort

Sea, at intervals along the coast
from near Point Barrow in the west

to the Kaktovik in the east. Each
array will extend about 20 miles out
into the sea. The arrays will enable
the continuous monitoring of whale
movements during the open water
season, by tracking whale sounds.

Drilling of any Beaufort Sea well
will also require an MMS 

drilling permit.

http://www.amarinecorp.com
http://www.umalaska.com


to good communications and constant dia-
logue with the people representing the whal-
ing captains and with the agencies. … We’ll
be adjusting and adapting all the time. … If
communications are there you can work
through a lot.”

Going beyond the subsistence hunting
issue, Shell sees safety and the protection of
the environment, coupled with community
involvement, as critical components of its
Alaska operations.

And community involvement goes way
beyond having people say “okay” to what
Shell is doing. It means having local people
fully involved in Shell’s operations, Fox
said. Fox described a vision of life in a vil-
lage home in which “there will be someone
sitting at the (dining) table who is involved
in our business, telling the truth about what
is happening and making their family proud
of what they’re accomplishing.”

“We believe that’s essential,” Fox said.
Shell wants Alaska to become a heart-

land for its operations.
“At this point there’s a lot of road ahead

for us. … We’re interested in the long term
— long term exploration and development
in Alaska. Everything we do is based on a
belief that this will be a heartland for Shell,”
Fox said. “… Trust is going to be the foun-
dation from which we can build our heart-
land business in Alaska.”

And what are Fox’s feelings about his
return to Alaska?

“I’ve always loved Alaska and I’m very
happy to be back. Part of the reason I
accepted this job is because I believe it’s a
special place,” Fox said. ●
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approved Feb. 14. Percentages vary but
in each case 100 percent of Anadarko’s
interest was bought out by Eni.

Sources also said that Milan, Eni head-
quarters, has approved development of
Nikaitchuq. PN sources said this sale was
not any indication Anadarko was pulling
out of Alaska.

Recent production tests at Nikaitchuq
reportedly yielded more than 2,000 barrels
of oil per day at 19.2 percent gravity.

Nikaitchuq was one of the prospects
identified by Armstrong Alaska, which
brought Kerr-McGee to Alaska as a
majority partner in late 2004 in Nikaitchuq
(and Tuvaaq) to explore the acreage. Last
year Anadarko bought out Kerr-McGee,
and Armstrong sold its North Slope inter-
ests to Eni in mid-2005.

Kerr-McGee said in 2006 that
Nikaitchuq’s gross estimated resource
range was 100 million to 200 million bar-
rels of oil equivalent. The company said
Nikaitchuq facilities would be built to
handle a flow of 60,000 barrels per day.

Mega-major Eni is drilling its first
exploration wells in Alaska this winter.

—KAY CASHMAN

Canada told to forget
Arctic claims

A PENTAGON OFFICIAL DESCRIBED
some of Canada’s claims to Arctic sover-
eignty as “excessive” and suggested work-
ing through the United Nations to protect
security and the environment would be a
better route. 

James Kraska, oceans policy advisor to
the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, said in an
article that the Law of the Sea does not
support Canada’s assertion that it has juris-
diction over the Northwest Passage.

He said working through the
International maritime Organization would
enable Canada to achieve its most impor-
tant policy goals for the passage and gain
widespread compliance with Canadian reg-
ulations for “enhanced safety, security and
environmental protection.”

A copy of the article, published by the
Ottawa Citizen, said the European Union
endorses the U.S. view that Canada does
not have sovereignty over the Northwest
Passage. 

He predicted, despite a hard-line stance
by Prime Minister Stephen Harper and
other Canadian politicians, that the issue is
“unlikely to cause significant friction”
between Ottawa and Washington because

both countries are partners in NATO and
share a mutual respect for the rule of law.

However, the Harper government
restated Canada’s long-held claim to the
Northwest Passage, making that a key ele-
ment of its election campaign a year ago,
and has pledged to buy icebreakers to
patrol the Arctic and to establish deepwater
ports in the north.

As one example of how the issue could
be resolved, Kraska said Malaysia,
Singapore and Indonesia agreed in 2005
along with 31 other countries to settle a
20-year dispute over the Strait of Malacca
through a “multilateral” approach, working
through the International Maritime
Organization. 

—GARY PARK

Alberta calm 
and in control 

WE HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR, but
... that didn’t stop a wave of jitters
spreading across Canada when an al-
Qaeda Internet posting called for terror-
ist strikes against “petroleum interests
in all areas which supply the United
States,” including Canada, Mexico and
Venezuela.

The message was distributed inter-
nally within the al-Qaeda Organization
in the Arabian Peninsula, an arm of
Osama bin Laden’s network, and was
intercepted by the SITE Institute, a non-
profit US group that tracks terrorist
websites.

It had radio stations foaming at the
mouth and produced a headline across
the Calgary Herald’s front page:
“Oilpatch on alert over terror threat.” 

The posting also caused the Alberta
Counter-Terrorism Management Plan,
an office in the Solicitor-General’s
Department, and the Alberta Energy and
Utilities Board to put the petroleum
industry on “heightened alert.” 

But the authorities also refrained
from raising Alberta’s threat level from
“low,” where it has been since the scale
— which ranges from no threat, to
low, medium, high and imminent —
was introduced after Sept. 11, 2001. 

AEUB spokesman Darin Barter told
Petroleum News that the assessment
did not warrant action beyond “rein-
forcing the need to be vigilant,” noting
that the posted threat did not meet any
of the specific criteria needed to ele-
vate the threat level.

He said warnings targeting the
Canadian oil and gas industry occur
“intermittently” and are “neither on the
increase nor the decrease.”

Barter said emergency plans have
been audited by the AEUB and all
companies are “in compliance” with
the regulator’s requirements.

David Sands, in the office of
Premier Ed Stelmach, said “no alarm
bells are going off here. We are fully
confident in the information we have.”

Stelmach, in office less than three
months, reacted calmly, doubting that
bin Laden “even knows where I am.”

However, he said the Alberta infra-
structure was a critical concern and
that’s what the government would be
protecting. However, one industry vet-
eran observed that, other than taking
sensible precautions to tighten securi-
ty, Alberta remained as vulnerable to
terrorists as any part of the world. 

“If someone decided to drop a
bomb from a small plane over the
Edmonton refinery district there’s
nothing anyone could do,” he said.

Kinder Morgan Canada Vice
President of Operations Hugh Harden
echoed that thought, saying it was
“difficult to take action as there is no
specific threat.” 

Others contended that the fact infor-
mation was being shared among pro-
ducers and pipeline companies was at
least proof that security programs were
working.

Martin Rudner, director of Carleton
University’s Canadian Center of
Intelligence and Security Studies,
described the al-Qaeda posting as
“very serious,” given al-Qaeda’s attack
a year ago on the world’s largest oil
processing facility at Abqaiq in Saudi
Arabia.

He said a successful attack against
Canadian oil and gas supplies and the
disruption to North American markets
would be of both economic and sym-
bolic significance to al-Qaeda.

—GARY PARK
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the Northwest Passage, making that
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campaign a year ago, and has
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the Arctic and to establish

deepwater ports in the north.
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Imperial prevails in bid for BcMetals
Sister company of Northern Dynasty bows out after target’s management cuts deal with rival, endorses opponent’s buyout offer

By ROSE RAGSDALE
For Mining News

rom the opening volley last fall in
what became a heated bidding war
between two Canadian junior mining
companies seeking to acquire

BcMetals Corp. of Vancouver, B.C.,
observers couldn’t predict what would hap-
pen next.

But Imperial Metals Corp., also of
Vancouver, upped its buyout offer one last
time Feb. 2 to C$1.70 a share, valuing
BcMetals at just under C$70 million.

It proved to be an offer too good to
refuse. 

BcMetals urged shareholders Feb. 14 to
tender their securities to the Imperial offer
and indicated that BcMetals directors and

managers planned to do the same.
Imperial’s bid also persuaded Taseko

Mines, Ltd., a subsidiary of Hunter
Dickinson Ltd., to throw in the towel on its
unsuccessful pursuit of BcMetals. 

Taseko bowed out after weighing in with
a final bid of C$1.60 a share Feb. 1 and
picking up more than 3.2 million shares of

BcMetals’ nearly 41 million outstanding
shares.

Taseko owns the Gibraltar copper-
molybdenum mine, the Prosperity gold-
copper project and the Harmony gold
deposit, all in British Columbia. It is a sister
company of Northern Dynasty Ltd., which
is developing the Pebble copper-gold-
molybdenum project in southwestern
Alaska.

Imperial Metals holds the Mount Polley
mine northeast of Williams Lake, B.C., and
a 50 percent stake in the Huckleberry mine
in west-central B.C.

Taseko indicated that it would liquidate
its holdings in BcMetals, according to a
statement Feb. 13.

BcMetals fought takeover
The latest moves culminated months of

back-and-forth bidding by the two compa-
nies, which drove up the original offer price
of 95 cents a share Canadian for BcMetals
stock to nearly double that amount.

By Oct. 5, Imperial has purchased 1.85
million shares of BcMetals securities at an
average price of 94 cents a share Canadian,
bringing to just over 3 million shares its
total stake in the company.

To ward off the hostile takeover,
BcMetals adopted a shareholder rights plan,
or “poison pill,” Oct. 20 that precluded a
company from acquiring more than 20 per-
cent of BcMetals stock. The junior also
signed an agreement with a Hong Kong-
based investment company to enter a limit-
ed partnership to develop its Red Chris
property in northern British Columbia.

Red Chris, a rich porphyry copper-gold
project in northern British Columbia, is
widely regarded as the plum both Imperial
and Taseko hoped to pluck with the acquisi-
tion of BcMetals.

Imperial Metals Chief Financial Officer
Andre Deepwell told reporters in January
that there aren’t many projects like Red
Chris available for development. 

He said the project represents near-term
production for Imperial within the next five
years. 

Taseko made its first bid for BcMetals of
C$1.05 a share Nov. 2.

But when BcMetals announced its poi-
son pill and limited partnership plans for
Red Chris, both Imperial and Taseko recon-
sidered their purchase offers.

Bidding heated up again in early January
when BcMetals management approved an
Imperial offer of C$1.10 a share after that
company dropped certain conditions
attached to its bid and agreed to fund a $3
million line of credit for BcMetals. 

Taseko immediately fired back with a
purchase offer of C$1.15 a share, minus
conditions it has previously attached to its
bids.

A tit-for-tat series of offers and counter
offers followed in which the bids shot up
to the Imperial offer of C$1.70 a share
Feb. 2. ●

F
Correction 

In our Dec. 24 issue, in a story
titled “Kemess North expansion
draws protests,” we said that
Northgate Minerals is managed by
Hunter Dickinson. Northgate is not
managed by Hunter Dickinson. 

ALASKA
Nixon Fork mine
ships first gold doré

Alaska’s newest mine, Nixon Fork,
produced its first gold doré in January.
The doré is being shipped via Fairbanks to
Xstrata’s Horne smelter in Rouyn-
Noranda, Quebec. Mechanical delays
which were encountered during the com-
missioning process have been overcome
and the gold mill is now operating at a
capacity of 150 tons per day, Ontario-
based St. Andrew Resources said in a
release Jan. 25. 

The next phase of the upgrade of the
metallurgical circuit is under way, with
the commencement of the installation of a
cyanide leach circuit that will increase the
percentage recovery of gold and also
extract and re-treat the tailings from the
previous operation at Nixon Fork. Re-
treatment of tailings is expected to begin
this summer. The company anticipates
that Nixon Fork will produce 40,000
ounces of gold in 2007. 

—SARAH HURST

Above, refiners pour the second gold
bar produced at Nixon Fork, which is
owned by Mystery Creek Resources, a
subsidiary of St. Andrew Goldfields.

At left, assayer Bob Baker holds the
first gold bar produced at Nixon Fork
mine near McGrath.
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B.C. to extend power
to Red Chris vicinity

By ROSE RAGSDALE
For Mining News

cMetals Corp.’s plans to develop its
potentially lucrative Red Chris cop-
per-gold project in northern British
Columbia may be moot now that

Imperials Metals Corp. is the apparent
winner of a recent bidding war for the
Vancouver, B.C.-based mining company.

But the ambitious junior’s plans got a
big boost in January when British
Columbia Transmission Corp., the crown
corporation responsible for the province’s
power transmission lines, said it will
move ahead with construction of a pro-
posed extension of its Northwest
Transmission Line to the vicinity of the
Red Chris deposit. 

Located 280 miles north of Smithers,
B.C., and 11 miles southeast of the village
of Iskut, Red Chris was to be developed
as an open pit mine employing about 250
people full-time during operations. The
capital cost of building the mine was esti-
mated at C$200 million and annual
spending on operations would total about
C$70 million. 

The mine plan called for processing
27,500 metric tons of ore per day over a
projected mine life of 18 years, according
to documents filed with the B.C. govern-
ment. 

Power available by 2009
The NTL project consists of a 287

kilovolt extension to the existing power
line infrastructure from the line’s current
terminus at Meziadin Junction to Iskut
along the Highway 37 corridor, together
with an upgrade to the existing Skeena-
Meziadin transmission line from 138 kV
to 287 kV. 

BCTC said it is considering an in-serv-

ice date of fall 2009 for the 200-mile sec-
tion from Meziadin to Bob Quinn Lake,
with a temporary connection to the exist-
ing 138 kV line at Meziadin. Planning on
the sections between Skeena near the
town of Terrace and Meziadin is still
based on an in-service date of fall 2010. 

BcMetals said Jan. 17 that construc-
tion of the Red Chris mine would be com-
pleted by fall 2009, if it began this spring. 

The company cannot begin construc-
tion on the Red Chris project under the
conditions of its environmental assess-
ment certificate without a viable source
of power. Its financing for the project
with Investec Bank UK Ltd. also depends
on a reliable power source. 

However, Red Chris does not require
completion of the upgrade to the Skeena-
Meziadin Junction section to commence
operations, the company added. 

Unlike many projects, where junior
mining companies enter into partnerships
or sell their properties to larger compa-
nies, BcMetals had hoped to develop the
Red Chris deposit itself with the support
of a limited partnership with Global
International Jiangxi Copper Company
Ltd., a Hong Kong investment company
that had agreed to purchase a 75 interest
in the venture and metal concentrates pro-
duced at the mine. 

BcMetals shareholders were scheduled
to vote on the deal at special meeting Feb.
14. 

However, BcMetals abruptly canceled
the special meeting and advised holders
of BcMetals stock, warrants and options
Feb. 14 to tender all of their securities to
the Imperial buyout offer, which expired
Feb. 16. The company’s managers and
directors also indicated that they intended
to submit their own BcMetals securities
to the Imperial offer as well. ●
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Alaska mining news summary: Tight personnel,
equipment market in busy mining industry

kay, the lull is over. It lasted about 25, maybe 30
minutes, after I wrote those prophetic but ill-con-
sidered words in late January! Shortly after that
point I was in Vancouver for the annual

Cordilleran Roundup mining conference, an annual
barometer of mining activity in western North America if
not the world. What I saw at the 2007 conference was a
crowd well in excess of 5,000, populated by two types of
people: those who were smiling from ear to ear and
those whose terrified eyes reminded me of a whitetail
deer in the headlights. Those smil-
ing were providing services to the
industry; those not smiling were try-
ing to acquire those services. The
acute shortage of technical person-
nel, drills, analytical capacity, heli-
copters and other services has driv-
en costs to record levels with no end
in sight for the worldwide demand
for metals that is behind it all.
Might as well take off your spurs,
this pony is already running flat out!

Western Alaska
TECK COMINCO AMERICAN

announced stunning fourth-quarter
and year-end 2006 results from its
Red Dog mine. In the fourth quarter
the mine produced 133,600 tonnes
of zinc in concentrate and for the
year the mine produced 557,500 tonnes of zinc in con-
centrate. Zinc ore grade decreased to 19.9 percent while
mill recoveries decreased slightly to 82.8 percent for the
fourth quarter. The mine also produced 33,000 tonnes of
lead in concentrate during the fourth quarter and 123,500
tonnes of lead in concentrate for the year. Lead ore grade
decreased to 5.7 percent while mill recoveries increased
to 65.6 percent for the fourth quarter. As a result primari-
ly of higher zinc and lead prices (average $1.91 and 74
cents per pound respectively for the quarter), the mine
posted a whopping $623 million operating profit for the
quarter and a $1.079 billion (yes, billion, Dorothy) oper-
ating profit for the year, both significant increases over
profits for the year and the fourth quarter of 2005.
Another seminal event occurred in the fourth quarter:
Capital expenditures for mine construction, including an
interest factor, were fully recovered. In other words,
mine payback was achieved and they burned the mort-
gage! 

ST ANDREW GOLDFIELDS LTD. announced the first
shipment of gold doré from its newly recommissioned
Nixon Fork mine north of McGrath. The commissioning
process was completed at the end of December and the
mine is now producing copper concentrates and gold
doré at the design rate of 150 tons per day. Installation of
a cyanide leach circuit is under way and once completed

in the summer of 2007 will allow improved gold recov-
ery from the existing underground ore as well as re-treat-
ment of previously milled tailings. The company antici-
pates that the mine will achieve a production rate of
40,000 ounces of gold in 2007.

RIO TINTO announced that it had acquired an addi-
tional 9.4 million shares of Northern Dynasty bringing
the former’s cumulative equity interest to 19.9 percent of
Northern Dynasty’s stock. Northern Dynasty controls the
world class Pebble porphyry copper-gold-molybdenum

deposit north of Iliamna. The
Tundra Telegraph says that Rio
Tinto will eventually take over
effective control of the company
and the deposit; however Rio Tinto
indicated it had no current inten-
tions to either increase its owner-
ship position or sell its current
share position. 

PACIFIC NORTH WEST
CAPITAL announced year-end
results from its Goodnews Bay
platinum project under lease from
Calista Corp. in southwest Alaska.
Field exploration efforts in 2006
focused on the Susie Mountain
area of the project where historical
exploration resulted in discovery
of plus 1 gram per tonne platinum
in rock and soil samples. The 2006

evaluation program consisted of rock, stream silt, pan
concentrate and power auger basal soil sampling. Soil
sampling returned platinum values as high as 268 ppb
from the basal soil layer on the southwest flank of Susie
Mountain. The anomalous values are underlain by
clinopyroxene dominated rocks. The approximate
650,000 ounces of placer platinum recovered historically
from the Salmon River basin likely originated from Red
Mountain which may represent a more deeply eroded,
fault offset portion of Susie Mountain. Additional field
work is planned for 2007.

TNR GOLD CORP. announced final results from
Phase II drilling at its Shotgun project north of
Dillingham. A total of seven holes drilled in the
Winchester prospect suggest that gold mineralization is
closely associated with light grey, equigranular, fine- to
medium-grained felsic intrusive sills and is not restricted
to brecciated zones or veins. The light grey intrusive
grades into other phases including a porphyry, where it
continues to carry significant gold. Significant results
from five newly released drill holes include 1.2 meters of
9.81 grams of gold per tonne and 9.2 meters grading
1.85 grams of gold per tonne in hole 6-52 and 13.4
meters grading 1.22 grams of gold per tonne in hole 6-
53. Additional drilling is planned for 2007. 

ANDOVER VENTURES announced 2006 drilling
results from its Bulk Gold project north of Nome. Eight

core holes totaling 285.7 meters were drilled on two of
the four target areas. Significant results include 5.7
meters grading 1.20 grams of gold per tonne in hole
06BGDH-5. Anomalous arsenic and antimony were
associated with mineralized intervals in the drilling. In
addition, soil sampling in 2006 extended the soil anom-
aly another 200 meters to the southwest with soil values
up to 1.26 grams of gold per tonne. Additional work is
planned in 2007.

Eastern Interior
TECK COMINCO announced that 2006 production

from the Pogo mine was 112,500 ounces of gold.
Operating costs were not released because the mine has
not yet reached commercial rated production. The mine
is expected to reach commercial production by April
2007 following completion of the filter plant expansion
project with full production anticipated in May. Gold
production for 2007 is expected to be 340,000 ounces.

INTERNATIONAL TOWER HILL MINES LTD.
announced the results of its 2006 drill program at the
LMS gold project near Delta Junction. Significant inter-
cepts include 5.7 meters grading 2.7 grams of gold per
tonne and 16 grams of silver per tonne in hole LM-06-
36, which was a 170 meter step out from earlier drilling.
In addition, high grade zones were expanded with inter-
cepts of 1.7 meters grading 12.0 grams of gold per tonne
and 59 grams of silver per tonne in hole LM-06-31 and
0.3 meters grading 69 grams of gold per tonne and 18.9
grams of silver per tonne in hole LM-06-25. A total of
2750 meters of core was drilled in eight holes. 

The current drilling continues to expand the previous-
ly defined Camp Zone mineralization. Soil sampling has
also defined new targets along the mineralized zone.
Continuity of mineralization has been established over
an area of 250 by 450 meters and remains open to the
northwest and at depth. Mineralization appears to be
preferentially developed on the north dipping limb of a
broad fold. A $750,000 core drilling, auger drilling and
soil sampling program is planned for 2007. 

International Tower Hill Mines Ltd. also announced
the results of its 2006 drill program at the Livengood
gold project north of Fairbanks. A total of 1,227 meters
were drilled and multi-gram gold grades were encoun-
tered in four of the five holes completed. Higher grade
gold was intersected over substantial widths including
hole MK-06-07 which returned 94.6 meters grading 1.59
grams of gold per tonne including 30.5 meters grading
2.8 grams of gold per tonne. Higher grade mineralization
is associated with increased vein density within a vol-
canic or subvolcanic intrusive breccia complex. The
highest grades are associated with poly-phase quartz-
arsenopyrite veinlets. Additional drilling is planned for
early 2007. 

The
author
The author

Curt Freeman,
CPG #6901, is a
well-known geol-
ogist who lives in
Fairbanks. He pre-
pared this column CURT FREEMAN
Feb. 18. Freeman can be reached by
mail at P.O. Box 80268, Fairbanks, AK
99708. His work phone number at
Avalon Development is (907) 457-5159
and his fax is (907) 455-8069. His email
is avalon@alaska.net and his web site is
www.avalonalaska.com.
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Northern Alaska
SILVERADO GOLD MINES LTD.

announced a lode gold discovery on its
Nolan property in the Brooks Range. The
company’s 2006 exploration program
included 920 feet of backhoe trenching in
an area north of Smith Creek. The trench-
ing was conducted on the Solomon Shear,
a five mile long gold bearing shear zone
containing gold-antimony quartz veins.
The “main zone” contains 16 veins over
190 feet across strike. Individual veins
vary in width from a quarter inch to seven
inches. Spacing of veins also varies, from
a quarter inch to several feet. One-to 10-
foot channel samples returned values
ranging from 0.01 to 0.83 ounces of gold
per ton with antimony values ranging
from 0.01 percent to 46.33 percent. A sin-
gle reverse circulation drill hole targeted
at this zone returned several intervals con-
taining anomalous gold and antimony
including a 5 foot interval which returned
0.06 ounces of gold per ton and 1.61 per-
cent antimony. Additional drilling is
planned for 2007. 

LITTLE SQUAW GOLD MINING
announced that the State of Alaska recent-
ly obtained right-of-way access into the
Chandalar area where the company is
exploring its Little Squaw gold project. In
2005 the State of Alaska sued the U.S.
Department of the Interior for rights of
way on the historic Coldfoot-Chandalar
and Caro-Coldfoot trails. The State of
Alaska and the federal government
recently agreed to a pre-trial settlement of
the action. The company indicated that it
has initiated efforts to have an all-weather
road built from the existing Dalton
Highway to the company’s Little Squaw
project. 

Southeast Alaska
FULL METAL MINERALS announced

drill results from its Mount Andrew cop-
per-gold project in Southeast Alaska. Four
of five holes completed encountered mul-

tiple intersections of magnetite-chalcopy-
rite mineralization which remains open in
all directions. Andestic host rocks com-
monly exhibit tactite-style alteration, cou-
pled with strong potassic alteration.
Significant results included hole KMA06-
01 which intercepted 29.8 meters grading
0.87 percent coppers, 0.12 grams of gold
per tonne and 3.55 grams of silver per
tonne and hole KMA06-03 which inter-
cepted 48.8 meters grading 0.72 percent
coppers, 0.06 grams of gold per tonne and
2.89 grams of silver per tonne. Historic
production from Mount Andrew and adja-
cent mining operations totaled 5,729
tonnes copper, 1.74 tonnes silver and 216
kilograms of gold. Additional drilling is
planned for 2007. 

NIBLACK MINING announced addi-
tional results from metallic screen gold
analyses of 2006 drilling at its Niblack

volcanogenic massive sulfide project in
southeast Alaska. This re-analysis tech-
nique is widely used in systems with
coarse visible gold such as Niblack.
Combined metallic screen and standard
fire assay results yielded 39.27 grams of
gold per tonne and 284 grams of silver
per tonne over 6.77 meters in drill hole
LO-176, more than doubling the previ-
ously reported grade. The interval occurs
within a near-surface oxide zone that is
leached of base metal sulfides and is part
of a wider 13.2 meter interval grading
23.19 grams of gold per tonne and 152
grams of silver per tonne. In addition,
multi-element analyses have indicated
significant enrichment in gallium and
indium in drill core. Individual samples
assayed up to 112.5 grams of gallium per
tonne and 55.3 grams of indium per
tonne. These rare metals can be important

smelter by-product credits in polymetallic
concentrates. The company plans to com-
mence an underground exploration pro-
gram in 2007 that is designed to expand
the Lookout Zone at depth.

Other
ALASKA GOV. SARAH PALIN

announced that Tom Irwin has been
named Commissioner of the Department
of Natural Resources. Marty Rutherford
has been named Deputy Commissioner.
Irwin was the Commissioner of DNR
from January 2003 to October 2005 while
Rutherford was Deputy Commissioner
from 1992 to 2005. Both individuals
resigned in 2005 over differences they
had with then-Gov. Murkowski’s handling
of the Alaska natural gas pipeline negotia-
tions. Congratulations Tom and Marty! ●
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Mining and the Law: The miners are coming!
The miners are coming!

By J.P. TANGEN
Guest Columnist

ccording to a recent World Trade
Center Alaska report, for the 11-
month period ending Nov. 30, 2006,
mining exports represented more

than 25 percent of the state’s foreign
exports, and foreign exports constituted 10
percent of Alaska’s Gross Domestic
Product. At $2 billion, mining was second
only to seafood and twice the value of
petroleum products. 

With the gas pipeline trailing off over
the distant horizon, the role of mining in
Alaska’s economy during the next decade
is destined to increase. Naysayers and
NIMBYs should take notice: the industry
is on its way in a big way. Furthermore,
the mine workers in the state are starting to
push back. Against the backdrop of the
war of words that the Pebble project has
spawned, the mine workers at Kensington
have taken out paid ads challenging the
directors of the Southeast Alaska
Conservation Council by name.

Of course, there are plenty of things

that can go wrong, but if metal prices
remain high, then the public policy wonks,
elected as well as self-ordained, will have
to deal with the panoply of new issues that
this emerging industry will present.

No revenues until mines operational
For one thing, the long-ignored matter

of mining economics will have to be
addressed. Legislators must be persuaded
that the gestation period for a mine is often
seven years. Unlike other industries where

the tax revenue can be realized shortly
after the cowboys come to town, mines
have to be permitted, built and operational
before they generate revenue.

Another bit of bad news is that latent
xenophobia will have to be sublimated.
Most mining money is raised on the
Canadian stock exchanges, so the initial
representatives on any project will have
strong Canadian ties. Since Canadians are
generally pretty nice people, that’s not a
bad thing. Furthermore, their bucks are
green by the time they get here. But the
bad habit of pointing out that it is a
Canadian mining company coming
through the door needs to end. Besides,
they hire Alaskans, and very frequently
Alaskans who live close to the project, and
that is a very good thing.

Rural projects have local impacts
Rural projects near Kotzebue and Delta

have made big impacts in remote Alaska
on folks who vote. Larger economies will
continue to get their fair share of the eco-
nomic pie, of course, but a 500-person
workforce with spouses and kids needs
nearby schools and malls. Sooner or later
there will be a Starbucks in Nome and a
Costco in McGrath.

Also sneaking up on the state is the
educational process. As more kids know
miners, they will be drawn to good-paying
mining jobs. Mines need engineers and
economists as well as drillers and core log-
gers. The University of Alaska Anchorage
has nearly 100 students in its new geology
department; and it will grow, in no small
part due to the fact that these young work-
ers will have no trouble finding mining
jobs in Alaska this summer. 

Now is a great time for Alaskans to
make peace with the state’s mining heritage.
Mining is coming to Alaska with more
vigor than has been seen in over 100 years.
May the devil take the hindmost. ●
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www.jptangen.com. His opinions do not
necessarily reflect those of the publishers
of Mining News and Petroleum News.
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over 100 years.



By SARAH HURST
For Mining News

laska’s Department of Natural
Resources has refuted a legal chal-
lenge to Vancouver-based Northern
Dynasty Minerals’ exploration

plans for the Pebble project this year. The
company has already drilled over 600
holes, but formal opposition to the con-
tinued work was submitted in January by
Anchorage attorney Geoffrey Parker on
behalf of the Renewable Resources
Coalition, Trout Unlimited, the
Nondalton Tribal Council, Nunamta
Aulukestai (Caretakers of Our Lands) and
Robert B. Gillam. 

“Although a DNR response is not
required, I ... felt it was important to
respond to your letter in order to clarify
DNR’s position on some of the matters
you raised,” Large Project Coordinator

Tom Crafford wrote in an eight-page
reply to Parker Feb. 9. “It is important to
recognize ... that although the state main-
tains a financial agreement with NDM for
the reimbursement of the state’s large
project review team expenses associated
with the Pebble project, this relationship
in no way diminishes or compromises the
state’s independent function, authority or
responsibility in its review or permitting
of the Pebble project,” Crafford empha-
sized.

Northern Dynasty’s Alaska Hardrock
Exploration Application is for exploration
and baseline studies activities that do not
involve major excavations or construc-
tion of permanent facilities, Crafford
noted. The Alaska Coastal Management
Program consistency determination
review of the application took into con-
sideration the comments by Parker and
other members of the public, and found

no problems with Northern Dynasty’s
proposed activities, according to
Crafford.

Baseline data 
not required for exploration

“DNR should demand that NDM
respond to agency comments on baseline
study plans and that NDM provide the
baseline data it collected in 2005 and
2006,” Parker said. Crafford responded
that most of these data are being collect-
ed for National Environmental Policy Act
purposes and are not required for explo-
ration permitting. “DNR does not need all
of the information NDM and/or their con-
sultants have acquired or will yet acquire
concerning hydrology, geology, water
chemistry, wildlife, fish subsistence and
local resident use ... in order to gauge the
impacts of this year’s proposed explo-
ration activities,” he wrote. 

“If and when the Pebble project pro-
ceeds to development permitting, the
public and state and federal agencies will
have multiple opportunities to review and
judge the adequacy of NDM’s environ-
mental baseline studies,” Crafford contin-
ued. “NDM has voluntarily presented
summaries of their study plans and base-
line studies to state and federal agencies,
but these presentations were not
required,” he added. 

Drilling by Northern Dynasty will not
be authorized to occur closer than 100
feet from any water body, and seismic
exploration cannot occur any closer than
200 feet to any water body, so the review-

ing agencies believe that the impacts of
the exploration activities can be accurate-
ly assessed within the outlined areas,
Crafford said. The project is not located
in an ACMP-approved designated subsis-
tence use area, but potential impacts to
subsistence use were analyzed, and it was
determined that the Pebble exploration
will not limit access to subsistence
resources or increase the use of subsis-
tence resources by non-rural residents, he
noted.

The exploration activities are not
expected to cause significant adverse
impacts to habitat, according to Crafford.
“There will be no dredging or fill activi-
ties, no change in drainage patterns, sur-
face water quality, and natural groundwa-
ter recharge areas, and very minimal dis-
turbance to vegetation,” he told Parker.
The attorney had suggested that agencies
failed to analyze the impacts of Northern
Dynasty’s activities on wildlife and sub-
sistence. 

DNR will inspect 
water use compliance

Parker also asserted that DNR could
not reasonably determine the effects of
Northern Dynasty’s water appropriations
on water flow and fish populations
“because NDM failed to provide suffi-
cient information for DNR to make such
a determination.” Crafford listed the doc-
uments that Northern Dynasty had sup-
plied to DNR, which included a map
showing areas where water would be
withdrawn and used, and specifications
of the quantity of water to be used and the
type and size of equipment to be used to
withdraw the water.

In accordance with its Fish Habitat
permits, Northern Dynasty must use a
screen mesh to surround the water intake
structure to avoid entrainment, impinge-
ment or injury to fish. Adequate flow
must remain in the watercourse to pro-
vide for the efficient passage and move-
ment of fish. DNR staff will conduct field
inspections to ensure permit compliance,
Crafford noted. 

“If one were to assume that water
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State approves Pebble exploration plans
After careful review, DNR finds no basis to accusations that drilling will harm environment, habitat or subsistence resources
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Pebble East goes richer and deeper
Expanded resources suggest project could now be ‘Prudhoe Bay of Alaska mining,’ according to Dick Cattanach of Truth About Pebble

By SARAH HURST
For Mining News 

new resource estimate for Northern Dynasty’s
Pebble project in southwest Alaska makes it one of
the world’s most important copper-gold-molybde-
num deposits, the

company said Feb. 20.
Inferred resources in the
Pebble East deposit have increased nearly 90 percent, to
3.4 billion metric tons. 

Pebble East is contiguous to and deeper than the 4.1
billion-ton near-surface Pebble West deposit, and is
higher grade. Pebble West was the first area explored and
is the potential location for an open pit mine.
Geotechnical assessment has shown that Pebble East is
amenable to low-cost, bulk underground mining, accord-
ing to Northern Dynasty. 

At a 0.60 percent copper equivalent cutoff, the esti-

mated inferred mineral resources in the Pebble East
deposit are now 3.4 billion tons grading 1.0 percent cop-
per equivalent, containing 42.6 billion pounds of copper,
39.6 million ounces of gold and 2.7 billion pounds of
molybdenum. At a 1.0 percent copper equivalent cutoff,
the estimated inferred resources are 1.4 billion tons grad-
ing 1.29 percent copper equivalent, containing 24.6 bil-
lion pounds of copper, 20.9 million ounces of gold, and
1.2 billion pounds of molybdenum. 

Pebble East: 132 core holes drilled
The new estimate is based on assay results from 132

core holes drilled in the Pebble East area. The estimate
was audited by geological and mining consultants at
Scott Wilson Roscoe Postle Associates, under the direc-
tion of David W. Rennie, P.Eng., an independent quali-
fied person as defined by Canada’s National Instrument
43-101, the regulations for assessing mineral resources. 

“I think it’s really exciting — the opponents out there

can no longer claim that this is a stock play,” Steve
Borell, executive director of the Alaska Miners
Association, told Mining News. “It’s an indication of
just how much opportunity exists in Alaska ...
Opportunities for mineral development are just begin-
ning to be realized.” The chorus of opposition to Pebble
is no different from what happens to projects everywhere
else in the world, Borell said. “It’s almost as if there’s a
death wish for the economy,” he added.

A few weeks before the latest resource estimate was
published, mining major Rio Tinto increased its indirect
ownership in Northern Dynasty from 9.9 percent to
19.79 percent. On Feb. 1 Northern Dynasty was selected
to receive the Thayer Lindsley International Discovery
Award from the Prospector’s and Developer’s
Association of Canada. The Thayer Lindsley Award is
presented annually to recognize an individual or a team
of explorers credited with a recent significant mineral
discovery anywhere in the world. ●
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obtained for the support of all seven
drilling rigs came from one tributary of
the Upper Talarik, the authorized daily
volume would be 113,400 gallons of
water per day or an equivalent of 0.175
cubic feet of water per second,” Crafford
told Parker. “This represents less than five
percent of the minimum mean daily flow
recorded for the period of July 2004
through June 2006,” he added. DNR’s
evaluation indicates that the proposed
water withdrawal will have little to no
measurable effect on the resources or
hydrology of either the South Fork
Koktuli River or Upper Talarik Creek
watersheds, Crafford said. 

Drilling waste, fuel storage regulated
Parker was also incorrect in arguing

that “DNR cannot reasonably determine
the impacts of NDM’s waste disposal
plans and the risks posed by storage of
5,000 gallons of airplane fuel unless NDM
provides more specific information,”
according to Crafford. Most rock cuttings
are returned to the drill hole from which
they came, and the remainder must be
buried in a pit and covered with the vege-
tative mat that was removed when the drill
site was constructed. These and other stip-
ulations ensure that environmental
impacts from drilling waste will be “negli-
gible,” Crafford said. Regulations on the
storage of fuel are equally stringent, he
added. 

In the most ambitious of his points,

Parker requested that “DNR should condi-
tion its approval of NDM exploration per-
mit applications on NDM’s express and
total waiver of any takings claims against
the state and federal governments in the
event NDM is not permitted to build and
operate Pebble mine. ... Failure to demand
such a waiver is likely to result in accusa-

tions against DNR for failing to protect the
state when it had the opportunity to do so.” 

An attorney for the state wrote a memo
recently that suggested Northern Dynasty
might be able to claim millions of dollars
in compensation if the project is blocked.
Subsequently three attorneys for Trout
Unlimited, one of the groups that is oppos-

ing Pebble, wrote a memo arguing that
Northern Dynasty would likely be unable
to establish a claim. “DNR seriously ques-
tions the legality of this recommended
action and feels that it would be unwise
and imprudent to pursue it,” Crafford
replied to Parker’s request for a waiver of
takings claims. ●

By SARAH HURST
For Mining News 

even Alaska legislators are endorsing two new bills on
the protection of salmon and wildlife that would effec-
tively block the development of the proposed Pebble
mine. Rep. Bryce Edgmon, D-Dillingham, who oust-

ed incumbent Carl Moses on a coin flip last year, has intro-
duced House Bill 134, and Senate Majority Leader Gary
Stevens, R-Kodiak, has introduced Senate Bill 67. The co-
sponsors of Edgmon’s bill are Jay Ramras, Nancy
Dahlstrom, Les Gara and Beth
Kerttula; the co-sponsor of Stevens’
bill is Johnny Ellis. 

The Senate bill is titled, “An Act
establishing the Jay Hammond State
Game Refuge.” It designates all state-
owned surface and sub-surface land
and water within the boundaries of
the Kvichak and Nushagak-
Mulchatna River drainages, exclud-
ing Wood-Tikchik State Park, as the
Jay Hammond State Game Refuge
“for the protection of salmon, trout,
caribou, brown bear, and other fish
and wildlife species and their habitat
and for the use and enjoyment of the people of the state.” 

Jay Hammond was a popular former Alaska governor
who died in 2005. He lived in the Bristol Bay area and
expressed concerns about the possible development of
Pebble. His wife, Bella, visited the Legislature recently to
offer her support for SB 67. The refuge would encompass
over 7.7 million acres of land.  

SB 67 would ‘add a layer of protection’
The Senate bill would prohibit “the storage and dis-

posal of industrial waste and the discharge of water that
does not meet water quality standards for the growth and
propagation of fish” within the boundaries of the Jay
Hammond State Game Refuge. “While SB 67 establishes
certain criteria for resource use and development within
the Jay Hammond State Game Refuge, it is not intended
to stifle resource development in this area, but to add a

layer of protection to a fragile ecosystem, and to make
sure any such development proceeds carefully,” Sen.
Stevens said in his sponsor statement. 

“I am a supporter of Jay Hammond and have the deep-
est respect for him and his wife, Bella. I feel a refuge
named in his honor is certainly fitting,” Gov. Sarah Palin
told Mining News through her spokeswoman. “However,
with the talk of politics behind the proposal of a refuge,
we need to look at the areas impacted and make sure needs
are met for responsible development while ensuring prop-
er recognition for the late governor,” she added. 

House bill would protect drainages
The House bill is titled, “An Act relating to conserva-

tion and protection of wild salmon production in
drainages affecting the Bristol Bay Fisheries Reserve.” It
states that within the watersheds of the Nushagak,
Kvichak, Naknek, Egegik and Ugashik Rivers, a person
may not “withdraw, obstruct, divert, inject, pollute, or
pump, either temporarily or permanently, any subsurface
or surface water in drainages supporting salmon or any
water hydrologically interrelated or connected to these
drainages; or alter, destroy, displace, relocate, channel,
dam, convert to dry land, or otherwise adversely affect
any portion of a river, stream, lake, bog, tributary, or any
other water body, including the beds of water bodies, in
drainages supporting salmon.” 

The bill makes exceptions for uses previously author-
ized and permitted, as well as drinking water and domes-
tic uses, ordinary existing and future municipal uses, and
traditional, cultural or residential uses. 

“We believe that salmon are so vitally important to our
region that they deserve the highest level of protection
possible. Our salmon are world class in value and reputa-
tion,” Edgmon told Mining News. He expects that the bill
will get “tremendous discussion” and acknowledges that it
is “sweeping in its impact.” Edgmon said the bill is just a
framework for debate and that he is amenable to changes. 

“I’m pro-development by nature and I fully intend to
be a strong supporter of the mining industry,” Edgmon
said. Mining can be done responsibly and “provides vital
economic benefits and jobs to Alaskans,” he added.
Edgmon has even encouraged people in the Bristol Bay

area to seek employment with the Pebble project during
the exploration phase, he said. He has found that some
people are conflicted about working there because they
are worried about what might happen if a mine is devel-
oped. The cost could be “permanent and irreparable,”
Edgmon said. 

Northern Dynasty sees bills as threat
Although Stevens and Edgmon both argue that

resource development could still take place if their bills
pass, Vancouver-based Northern Dynasty disagrees.
“Both bills would foreclose any opportunity for mineral
development. ... It’s absolutely clear, notwithstanding the
protestations of the authors,” the company’s vice president
of public affairs, Sean Magee, told Mining News. The
bills would also block oil and gas development and some
forms of fish processing, he added. 

Northern Dynasty wasn’t surprised that the bills were
introduced, because a high-profile campaign is being
waged against Pebble, but the company was surprised at
how far-reaching the bills are, Magee said. “In their zest
to kill this project they are willing to lock up so much area
— the implications of these are enormous,” he added. The
bills may not be consistent with the Alaska constitution,
which provides for the development of natural resources
for the benefit of all Alaskans, Magee pointed out. 

“I’m optimistic that the Legislature will see the light ...
but we don’t take anything for granted,” Magee said. “Our
view is that this is not good public policy for Alaska.”
Northern Dynasty is encouraging people to testify to the
Legislature that Pebble should be allowed to go through
the state’s permitting process without further obstacles
being placed in its way. 

Truth About Pebble, the newly formed organization
that is supporting the project, has already made its views
about the bill known. “I think it’s time Alaskans woke up
and asked themselves just what we’re doing to our
resource base,” said Truth About Pebble co-chair Gail
Phillips. “Why should we set aside millions of acres of
state land that’s been designated under our constitution for
resource development to stop a project that hasn’t even
been proposed yet? What is going on in the state of
Alaska?”  ●
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Legislature attacks Pebble on two fronts 
Bills in Alaska House and Senate aim to protect fish and wildlife but could be disastrous for Bristol Bay area development
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By ROSE RAGSDALE
For Mining News 

ver since prospectors rushed to the
Yukon seeking gold more than a cen-
tury ago, miners have been guilty of
extracting the mineral riches in the

North and doing a vanishing act when the
veins petered out or prices fell. These
miners often left behind environmental
messes that occasionally became regula-
tory nightmares. 

Now that modern-day prospectors are
again venturing to the far North, many of
them are seeking out old mining claims.

But before new exploration can occur,
the old mine sites often must be cleaned
up.

That’s where a growing number of
remediation and reclamation specialists
come in. Some are in-house departments
of large companies, while others are inde-
pendent consultants. These environmen-
tal specialists return old mine sites to
their natural state prior to mining activity,
or remediate them as much as possible.
The work often also clears the way for
new exploration.

It’s rare that one small company
attempts to do both, remediate and
explore the old mines.

One such operation is Alexco
Resource Corp., a Vancouver, B.C.-based
junior mining company with its eye on
exploiting riches to be earned in the
Yukon at both ends of today’s mining
spectrum. 

Why the Yukon?
“Why not the Yukon,” is a better ques-

tion, considering its huge size and under-
explored nature, said Clynton R.
Nauman, president and CEO of Alexco.

“All the productive terrains in Alaska
and British Columbia traverse the Yukon.
… The rule of thumb is the best place to
look for an ore body is in the shadow of
an existing mine,” Nauman said in a tele-
phone interview Feb. 19.

Nauman formerly served as general
manager of the Greens Creek Mine
Project near Juneau for several years and
as president of Viceroy Resources Corp.,
the company that operated the Brewery
Creek mine until it closed when gold
prices tanked in 2002. He credits his
years at Greens Creek with giving him an
appreciation of the importance of envi-
ronmental sensitivity in developing mine
projects.

Nauman, a geologist by training, came
up with the idea of combining the func-
tions of a junior mining company and an
environmental remediation services firm
into one operating entity. 

“As a standalone business model, I am
not aware of any other like it,” he said.

NovaGold is key investor, contractor
In 2003 Nauman joined some friends

and formed a small company called ALM
Group ULC. ALM then joined NovaGold
Resources Inc. and Quest Capital Corp. to
form Alexco in 2005. Alexco completed
an initial public offering in January 2006,
with full-board listing on the Toronto
Stock Exchange thanks to the advanced
nature of the mine properties in its port-
folio.

In addition, the company owns two
subsidiaries, Elsa Reclamation &
Development Co. Ltd. and Yukon-based
Access Mining Consultants Ltd., which

provide mine-related environmental,
reclamation and mine closure services. 

From the beginning, Alexco has
focused on identifying and enhancing
value at the company’s primary explo-
ration properties, leveraging its exposure
to silver at the United Keno Hill Mines
(“Keno Hill”) property in Yukon Territory
and developing and improving the prof-
itability of its environmental services
business. 

Alexco conducts its exploration pro-
grams with the help of 19 percent
investor-owner NovaGold, which pro-
vides exploration services to the company
on a contractual basis.

Alexco also enjoys other strategic
advantages. These include gold-related

exploration opportunities in the Yukon
Territory, including the Brewery Creek
and Harlan properties; and an experi-
enced and successful management team
and board of directors. 

For example, one director, Rick Van
Nieuwenhuyse, is president and CEO of
NovaGold.

Expanding the company and increas-
ing shareholder value is Alexco’s primary
objective for 2007. Nauman said the
company hopes to attract more investors;
generate C$1 million in remediation rev-
enues, build its remediation business,
focusing on properties with exploration
potential; increase staffing levels to allow
the company to take on new clients and
projects; and operate with no debt.

“Given the successes of 2006, I am
confident we will achieve our 2007 goals,
and more,” Nauman said. 

Keno Hill holds considerable promise
Currently, Alexco is focused on silver-

rich Keno Hill.
The company’s expertise in managing

risk and unlocking value is nowhere more
evident than in this abandoned mining
complex, according to Nauman. 

The large property is an orphaned and
abandoned site comprising more than 30
historic silver-lead-zinc producing mines.
It is a liability on the Canadian govern-
ment’s books because of considerable
mine remediation and reclamation work
needed on the properties. 

But Alexco sees Keno Hill as an
unprecedented exploration opportunity as
well as lucrative work for its environ-
mental services operation. 

Alexco completed negotiations in
April 2006 with federal and Yukon offi-
cials to purchase Keno Hill, assumed
responsibility for environmental care and
maintenance of the district through its
environmental services branch and initi-
ated a systematic exploration program to
unlock additional value in the silver dis-
trict. Historically exploited high-grade
silver veins in the Keno Hill Mining
District cover an area of about 140 square
miles. Mineralization is temporally relat-
ed to mid-Cretaceous-aged tombstone
intrusions that are associated with signif-
icant precious metals deposits across the
Yukon Territory and Alaska, including
deposits such as Fort Knox, Pogo and
Brewery Creek. 

Records indicate that about 4.9 million
tonnes of ore containing more than 40
ounces per tonne of silver together with
5.6 percent lead and 3.1 percent zinc were
mined in the district between the early
1920s and 1989, producing more than
215 million ounces of silver. 

Metals prices fell following the silver
price manipulations of the mid-1980s and
Keno Hill was forced into bankruptcy,
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● Y U K O N

Unique operator cleans up old messes 
Alexco Resource tackles potentially lucrative exploration, environmental remediation at abandoned mine sites in Yukon Territory
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Alexco sees Keno Hill as an unprecedented exploration opportunity as well as lucrative
work for its environmental services operation. 
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closing the mines in 1989. 
In June 2005, Alexco was selected as

the preferred purchaser of the assets of
Keno Hill by PricewaterhouseCoopers
Inc., the court-appointed interim receiver
and receiver-manager of Keno Hill, due
mainly to its more thorough offer. 

Lucrative remediation ahead
Under terms of the agreement, Elsa

Reclamation & Development is indemni-
fied against all historical liability, is not
required to post security against pre-exist-
ing liabilities and has property access for
exploration and future development. 

In its assessment of Keno Hill’s value,
PricewaterhouseCoopers set the estimat-
ed environmental clean-up cost at C$65
million, greater than the assets of the
property’s known ore resources of some
$50 million. 

Elsa Reclamation & Development will
contribute C$10 million to the cleanup
effort and expects to be reimbursed more
than C$50 million for future environmen-
tal reclamation activities. 

Elsa Reclamation & Development also
assumed responsibility for ongoing envi-
ronmental care and maintenance of the
site under the contract and is actively con-
ducting a baseline environmental assess-
ment and site characterization program.

To finalize the Keno Hill
acquisition, Elsa Reclamation
& Development has applied
for a water license that it
expects to be granted later
this year or in early 2008.
Upon receipt of the license,
ERDC will have free and
clear title to surface and sub-
surface claims, leases, free-
hold land, buildings and
equipment at Keno Hill.

Nauman said Elsa
Reclamation & Development
and Access Mining
Consultants got off to a prof-
itable start in 2006, posting
initial revenues of C$500,000
and margins of 38 percent for
their first full year of opera-
tion under the Alexco banner.

As for human resources,
Alexco is working with the
Nacho Nyak Dun First Nation
to ensure the participation of
its members in all aspects of
care and maintenance, recla-
mation, exploration and rede-
velopment at Keno Hill. The
mine complex is within NND’s tradition-
al territory. NND members should benefit
at Keno Hill from jobs creation, business

and contracting opportunities, scholar-
ships and direct employment-related
training. 

Alexco recruited more than 20 workers
from the nearby communities of Mayo,

Keno City and Stewart Crossing last year.
In anticipation of receiving the water

license, Alexco initiated a district-wide

exploration program in 2006. Systematic
tests of selected silver targets in the dis-
trict helped the company identify poten-
tially important resources based on histor-
ical data and understand the style and

variation in mineralization across
the district. 

Production decision in 2007?
Alexco aims to identify and

outline a “single mine” at Keno
Hill this year with a silver
resource of more than 20 million
ounces that will provide a short-
term production opportunity,
Nauman said.

In addition, the company will
continue the district-wide evalua-
tion of silver mineralization it
began in 2006. 

Alexco plans to have three or
four rigs drilling at Keno Hill for
at least eight months in 2007,
drilling a minimum of 30,000
meters of both surface and deep
drill holes.

Though Alexco originally esti-
mated it would take three years of
exploration before the company
would be ready to decide whether
to put Keno Hill back into pro-
duction, Nauman said Feb. 19
that Alexco might be able to
make that call this year.

“We’ve had a lot of help and encour-
agement, and I think in the third quarter
we will be in a much better position to
make the decision,” he explained.

Brewery Creek tops other properties
The most advanced of Alexco’s other

properties is the Brewery Creek gold
project. Located in northwest Yukon,
near Dawson City, the property was
operated as an open-pit heap-leach mine
by Viceroy Resource until 2002, produc-
ing about 280,000 ounces of gold from
9.5 million tonnes of ore when the mine

was closed due to low gold prices.
Alexco’s senior management team com-
pleted reclamation of the mine in 2005,
and twice won the coveted DIAND
Robert E. Leckie Award for outstanding
reclamation. Long-term monitoring of
the site is ongoing. 

At Brewery Creek, widespread min-
eralization occurs over 9 miles of strike
length in a series of small, shallow,
oxide gold deposits discovered and
exploited by Viceroy. 

In 2006, Alexco conducted an initial
test of the Bohemian zone, a sulfide
resource outlined by Viceroy during its
tenure on the property. Drill assays from
the program returned promising results
that confirm the presence of significant
gold mineralization in a style and geo-
logic setting analogous to Donlin Creek,
the company said. Through September
2006, Alexco invested about C$700,000
at Brewery Creek for the 2006 work
program.

NovaGold maintains a back-in and
joint venture option on the property.

Alexco and its subsidiaries own a 70
percent interest in the McQuesten gold
property a few miles northwest of the
Keno Hill Mining District and at least a
majority interest in several early stage
Yukon properties, including Harlan, in
the Mayo Mining District; Sprogge
north of Watson Lake along Yukon
Highway 10; and Klondike, about 18
miles from Brewery Creek east of
Dawson City. ●
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Keno 200 adit overlooking Lightning Creek

Husky shaft
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“All the productive terrains in
Alaska and British Columbia

traverse the Yukon. … The rule of
thumb is the best place to look for
an ore body is in the shadow of an

existing mine.” 
—Clynton R. Nauman, president and CEO 

of Alexco

http://www.3M.com
http://www.jackovich.com
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● B R I T I S H  C O L U M B I A

Explorers going wild in British Columbia
As the value of B.C. copper production exceeded that of coal for the first time, more and more companies looked for metals in 2006

By SARAH HURST
For Mining News

xploration spending in British Columbia hit a
record high of C$265 million in 2006, a figure that
the province’s mining minister, Bill Bennett was
proud to announce at the recent Mineral

Exploration Roundup in Vancouver. Unfortunately for
Bennett, he probably won’t be invited to boast about the
industry’s successes next year,
since he was forced to resign in
early February after sending an
obscenity-laced email to a gun club
member. 

“British Columbians want good
jobs, and they also, frankly, want
the tax revenues that come out of
successful mining,” Bennett said at
Roundup Jan. 29. He identified four
challenges facing the industry —
the federal approvals process,
which Bennett described as “dys-
functional” and “slower than a herd
of turtles”; the provincial govern-
ment’s lack of capacity; British Columbia’s lack of infra-
structure; and the shortage of skilled people to find, build
and operate mines. 

The “Mining Rocks” career and job fair made 24
stops around the province last year, Bennett said. “Many
people who were working in the service sector making
minimum wage got good jobs and changed their lives,”
he added. During Roundup Premier Gordon Campbell
announced that the province and the federal government
would invest C$2.8 million to help youth from rural and
First Nations communities in northwestern British
Columbia get the hands-on experience they need to
develop careers in mining, in a Reclamation and

Prospecting Program. 

Terrane has one of more advanced projects
One of the more advanced projects in British

Columbia is Mount Milligan, owned by Vancouver-
based Terrane Metals. Terrane was formed in 2006 after
the divestment of some of Placer Dome’s assets from

Barrick Gold. Another mining major, Goldcorp, owns 70
percent of Terrane’s shares. The Mount Milligan por-
phyry copper-gold deposit is in the feasibility and per-
mitting stage, the company’s chief geologist, Darin
Labrenz, said at the Roundup.

Mount Milligan is 96 miles northwest of Prince

E

see EXPLORERS page 12

British Columbia’s
mining minister, Bill
Bennett, resigned
shortly after his
speech at Roundup.

http://www.dowlandbach.com
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George and 59 miles west of Mackenzie in central
British Columbia, within easy access of infrastructure
such as roads, a railway and the power grid. The proper-
ty hosts a measured and indicated resource totaling
almost 206 million metric tons grading 0.6 grams per ton
of gold and 0.247 percent copper, containing 3.7 million
ounces of gold and 1.12 billion pounds of copper. 

More than 900 holes have been drilled at Mount
Milligan, 700 of which were drilled in the two-year peri-
od 1989-1990. “Mineralization on the property is associ-
ated with hydrothermal alteration of intrusive bodies and
the surrounding host rocks,” Labrenz said. The Witch
Lake succession hosts the Mount Milligan deposit, and is
characterized by augite-phyric volcaniclastic and coher-
ent basaltic andesites, with subordinate epiclastic beds.

In 1993 Placer Dome obtained permits to place
Mount Milligan into commercial production, but after
metal prices declined the project was shelved and the
permits expired in 2003. “There has been extensive 3D
modeling completed on the project and we are working
to improve this model,” Labrenz said. Terrane is current-
ly completing a 22-hole, 8,200-meter drill program to
convert inferred resources into measured and indicated. 

Bell Resources working Granduc
In northwestern British Columbia, 25 miles northwest

of Stewart, Vancouver-based Bell Resources is hoping to
bring the historic Granduc copper mine back into pro-
duction. Granduc operated under Newmont and subse-
quently Esso Minerals Canada between 1968 and 1984.
Low copper prices forced the closure of the mine and
demolition of the mill facilities in 1985. 

Glen Zinn, a former vice president for corporate
development and exploration with Hecla, came out of
retirement in 2004 and revived Granduc’s prospects
while the copper price was less than $1 a pound. “He
knew Granduc was sitting up there in the frozen north,
and when the time was right and Granduc was on the
auction block for a few pennies, he picked it up and put
it into Bell Resources,” Bell’s vice president for explo-
ration, Tim Marsh, said at Roundup. Zinn also became

Bell’s CEO and president.
“It’s been Bell’s intent all along not to re-drill what

was known in the past, but to step out along strike and
down dip and show just how big this Granduc really is,”
Marsh said. “Today all that infrastructure underground,
much of it is still in place, it needs a fresh coat of paint.
The rails have been ripped out of the tunnel, so we’re
thinking of converting to rubber tires and a slurry
pipeline system to get material out.” 

Granduc is a Besshi-type massive sulfide deposit, a
kind of deposit that is named after Besshi copper mine in
Japan, which Sumitomo operated for 283 years from
1691. Windy Craggy, 125 miles north of Granduc, is the
largest known Besshi deposit to date. “These deposits
start out on the sea floor and end up on continental crust
and through the process of accretion and obduction they

generally suffer quite a bit of metamorphism,” Marsh
said. Bell plans to produce a copper concentrate and a
magnetite concentrate at Granduc. 

Some of Bell’s drilling has been on the South Leduc
glacier, at times through 400 feet of ice. The glacier has
been melting rapidly and has retreated about 700 feet
southward and 400 feet vertically downward. The com-
pany has also been drilling on steep mountains, but this
year Bell will be drilling underground, so it will be pos-
sible to work 12 months of the year instead of just four,
and to avoid hazards above ground and get closer to the
ore body, Marsh said. 

Seabridge working Kerr-Sulphurets 
Close to Granduc, Toronto-based Seabridge Gold has

been working on its Kerr-Sulphurets project, another for-
mer Placer Dome asset. Three gold-copper deposits
known as Mitchell, Sulphurets and Kerr have been iden-
tified on the property. Modern exploration at Kerr-
Sulphurets began in 1960, when Granduc Mines staked
claims there, and continued with the involvement of sev-
eral companies until the mid-1990s, when exploration
ground to a halt in British Columbia. At the same time,
several research projects on the district came to a con-
clusion, Bill Threlkeld, a senior vice president with
Seabridge, said at Roundup. 

“These studies, among other results, postulated the
occurrence of a significant gold and copper ore body on
the order of 200 million tons in the Mitchell Creek
drainage,” Threlkeld said. “There are several styles of
mineral occurrence in the district and this diversity of
styles is indicative of an extremely large, multiphase
hydrothermal system with the capacity to produce sig-
nificant economic mineral deposits,” he added. 

Seabridge acquired Kerr-Sulphurets in 1990, and with
limited capital at its disposal the company optioned the
property to Noranda from 1991 to the fall of 2006. Last
year Seabridge jointly explored the Mitchell target with
Falconbridge (which had merged with Noranda, and has
now been purchased by Xstrata), and they obtained
encouraging results. “Copper and gold are associated
with fine-grained sulfide minerals disseminated in the
rock and in stockwork veins,” Threlkeld said.

continued from page 11
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see EXPLORERS page 13

Research studies suggest there could be a significant gold
and copper ore body at Kerr-Sulphurets in northwestern
British Columbia.
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“Copper and gold are extremely con-
sistent from the drill hole results we have
so far,” Threlkeld continued. “For exam-
ple, in drill hole number 9, a 299-meter
core hole was sampled on two-meter
intervals. The lowest gold grade reported
is 0.19 grams per ton and the highest is
2.89 grams per ton. The drill hole average
is 0.97 grams or about 1 gram per ton
over 300 meters at this point. The homo-
geneity of the grades and the lack of sharp
grade contrast across the Mitchell deposit
are relatively unique in the district and in
my experience. We’ve not adequately
explained the reason for this homogenous
grade distribution. One possibility could
be that the regional deformation of the
system provided a mechanism to homog-
enize the metal concentration, but we
remain open to other ideas to explain this
phenomenon.”

Skygold Ventures 
working in Cariboo region

In the Cariboo region of south-central
British Columbia, Vancouver-based
Skygold Ventures is advancing its Spanish
Mountain gold project. Spanish Mountain
is a joint venture between Skygold and
Vancouver-based Wildrose Resources, in
which Skygold has a 70 percent participat-
ing interest and Wildrose has a 30 percent
participating interest. Last November
Skygold appointed Jeff Pontius, former
North American exploration manager for
AngloGold Ashanti, to its board of direc-
tors. 

Skygold believes that Spanish
Mountain could host a sediment hosted
vein deposit, based on its proximity to a
continental margin and the presence of
multistage deformation and thrust defor-
mation. SHV deposits consist of gold in
quartz veins hosted by shale and siltstone
sedimentary rocks. Many of these deposits
are located in the former Soviet Union,
including Muruntau in Uzbekistan, the
largest gold mine in the world, and
Sukhoy Log in Siberia, Russia’s largest
gold deposit. 

An airborne electromagnetic survey
conducted in June 2006 produced a resis-
tivity map of the property, Skygold’s proj-
ect geologist, Colin Russell, said at
Roundup. “Overlaying the resistivity and
the geology shows excellent correlation
between resistivity highs and the
greywacke units. This should definitely
help us to lay out the drill targets with con-
tinued success,” he said. “Since drilling to
date has only covered about 20 percent of
the property, or an area roughly 500

meters by 1.2 kilometers, we definitely
have a huge area to explore,” Russell
added.

“For the future, metallurgical testing is
under way,” Russell said. “We’ll continue
with regional litho-geochemical sampling,
prospecting and mapping and follow up on
several new showings discovered outside
the current known trend. We hope to com-
plete a minimum of 50,000-plus meters of
diamond drilling to expand the main zone
and test the 4-kilometer-square geochemi-
cal and geophysical anomaly and continue
working towards a preliminary resource.” 

Abacus working in the Afton area
Adjacent to New Gold’s New Afton

property near Kamloops in south-central
British Columbia, Vancouver-based
Abacus Mining & Exploration is also hard
at work in the Afton area. In 2005 Abacus
acquired the past-producing Afton mill
infrastructure, tailings pond, and related
permits and surface rights from Teck
Cominco. Mine production at Afton
ceased in 1997, but an independent assess-
ment valued the infrastructure on the prop-
erty at between C$35 million and C$39
million, Scott Weekes said at Roundup. 

“Part of that infrastructure was the Ajax
haul road which connected the mill area to
the Ajax pits, two pits that were in opera-
tion up until the late 1990s,” Weekes said.
“The total land package now controlled by
Abacus is in excess of 8,000 hectares and

to date we’ve completed just under 70,000
meters of drilling.”

All the main copper-gold mineraliza-
tion on the Afton property is hosted with-
in the Jurassic-age Iron Mask batholith,
and is associated with the contact between
the older and younger phases.
“Mineralization is very strongly struc-
turally controlled, often by structures that
have been very long-lived and were prob-
ably very important during the emplace-
ment of the batholith,” Weekes said. “It’s a
very metallogenic-rich area,” he added. 

Afton consists of three main areas,
known as DM/Audra, Rainbow and Ajax.
DM/Audra is on the northern edge of the
property and has the most favorable infra-
structure. “It’s a stone’s throw from the
existing mill building,” Weekes said. “It
sits right along the existing haul road to
the Crescent pit and it sits between the
past-producing Crescent and Afton pits. ...
We believe there’s still significant room to
expand that resource, and because of the
proximity to the mill building, we believe
that this DM/Audra area is going to be
very important as we move forward in
production in the camp.”

Rainbow is the only area of the three
that doesn’t have a past-producing open
pit. “The Rainbow Zone sits within a poor-
ly-explored 2 kilometer- by 1 kilometer-
long IP chargeability anomaly; we’re
going to do a bunch more work on that in
2007,” Weekes said. “The resource is

open, and like just about all of our zones,
has very high grade copper-gold mineral-
ization at depth. ... certainly the potential
of a possible underground target.”
Rainbow is not on an existing haul road,
but it is less than 2 kilometers from the
Ajax haul road. 

Ajax is the area that Abacus is most
excited about, according to Weekes. “The
focus of Abacus’s work in 2006 was Ajax
West, where we intercepted our best
grades and best widths,” he said. The com-
pany completed 28,000 meters of drilling
at Ajax in 2006. Past production was from
two pits, and Abacus has also been drilling
at Ajax East. Highlights from Ajax West
included drill hole AW-06-034, which
intersected 0.58 percent copper and 0.22
grams per ton of gold over 156 meters;
and drill hole AW-06-039, which intersect-
ed 492 meters of 0.34 percent copper and
0.30 grams per ton of gold. 

“We plan on a continued aggressive
diamond drill program to expand the
known reserves and to move inferred
resources to measured and indicated cate-
gories, and the whole idea of this is to
complete a feasibility study by the end of
2007,” Weekes said. “We believe that this
is a very aggressive timeline, but we
believe it’s achievable because of the
existing infrastructure, the location, and
the fact that we’re looking at a simple
open pit operation at each one of these
deposits,” he concluded. ●

continued from page 12
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By SARAH HURST
For Mining News 

iners in the far north can no longer
trample on the rights of indigenous
residents as some did in the past.
Any company operating on or near

aboriginal land must work closely with
local communities, whether ownership
issues have been decided, as in Alaska, or
are still to be resolved, as in much of
Canada. Political leaders and miners dis-
cussed the question of how to win commu-
nity support for projects at the Mineral
Exploration Roundup in Vancouver Jan. 29.

“How do we address the historical gaps
that have separated aboriginal peoples from
the rest of society for so many years, the
numbers that we’ve become all too familiar
with around educa-
tion, health, ultimate-
ly mortality?” asked
Mike de Jong, British
Columbia’s minister
of aboriginal relations
and reconciliation.
“How are we going to
embark on a new
societal approach to
ensuring that all
British Columbians,
all Canadians, are
sharing in the abundance of wealth that this
country enjoys?” 

Policy toward aboriginals in British
Columbia today is termed the New
Relationship. Last year the provincial gov-
ernment allocated C$100 million to a New
Relationship Trust that First Nations can
use for land and resource management and
social programs. “To get different results
does involve doing things differently,” de
Jong said. “Reconciliation is an easy word
to say, but saying it doesn’t make it a fact. It
becomes a fact over time.”

More outstanding issues 
for First Nations

“This New Relationship has been trans-
forming the nature of how we work togeth-
er. It has been built; it didn’t happen
overnight, but it has been built on the rela-
tionship between individuals,” said Grand
Chief Ed John, a lawyer from British
Columbia. “Even though we are working
together in this atmosphere of constructive
relationship-building, there are still a lot
more outstanding issues that we have to
grapple with.” Land use plans are needed
for every square inch of the province so that
First Nations know which lands are open to
development and which are not, John
added.

“First Nations are also legitimate players
with legal interests in their traditional terri-
tories that exist now,” John said. “They’re
not asserted rights, they’re not asserted

titles, they exist and they are real, and in a
respectful environment industry needs to
recognize and operate on that basis. ... From
our side, from the First Nations side, we
have every reason to be suspicious of indus-
try; we have every reason to be suspicious
of government. ... We don’t want to be
brought in at the last minute or as an after-

thought.” In cases heard by Canada’s
Supreme Court, government and industry
invariably oppose First Nations, John said. 

Nunavut governed by Inuit
In contrast to British Columbia, the

recently established territory of Nunavut is
governed by the Inuit, who comprise about
85 percent of its population. Nunavut is
already home to numerous mining projects
and is always open for business, according
to Premier Paul Okalik. “When it comes to
Nunavut, all you have to do is listen to our
invitation and take us up on it,” he said. “As
Inuit we have a history of adaptation when
it comes to the introduction of new tech-
nologies in our communities and our terri-
tory.” 

Economic development is a priority for
Nunavut, Okalik said. There is no capital
tax in Nunavut, which is a significant incen-
tive for the mining sector, he pointed out.
Corporate taxes in Nunavut are among the

lowest in the country and the territory also
has Canada’s lowest personal income tax
rate, according to Okalik. In addition,
Nunavut will rebate fuel taxes for off-road
projects. 

“The stakes are high and the potential is
as vast as our territory,” Okalik said.
“Mining jobs are much more than shovels
in the ground. There is the exploration and
construction, camp management, adminis-
trative support, and eventually the decom-
missioning, reclamation and ongoing envi-
ronmental monitoring.” Rotational shifts at
mining camps enable the Inuit to get out on
their land and participate in traditional
activities during their off-weeks, Okalik
added. “For mine operators willing to invest
in the local population, they will find a
long-term workforce committed for the
duration of the project,” he said.

The opportunities created for young
people are among the most positive benefits
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Miners serious about indigenous rights
Past legacy created climate of mistrust but new approaches are proving fruitful for companies and aboriginals across the nation

M

On Vancouver Island in British Columbia, Vancouver-
based Polaris Minerals is about to begin shipments from its
Orca sand and gravel quarry. The products from Orca will go
primarily to the California market, where demand for con-
struction materials is apparently insatiable. Polaris has been
building relationships with the ‘Namgis First Nation and the
Kwakiutl Band and the rewards have been huge, the compa-
ny’s president and CEO, Marco Romero, said at Roundup. 

The ‘Namgis have lived on northern Vancouver Island and
adjacent islands for 10,000 years and currently number about
1,600 people. Their principal community is Alert Bay, on
Cormorant Island. After lengthy negotiations with Polaris, the
‘Namgis became equity partners in the Orca project, with a 12
percent share in it, and the chairman of Polaris subsidiary
Orca is a ‘Namgis member, George Speck.

“We, right from the start, right from the beginning,
approached the ‘Namgis and asked them for permission to
explore on their territory,” Romero said. “They were some-
what taken aback, because before we set foot on the ground
we approached them, and that set the tone for what has
become a remarkable partnership.” Polaris went public in
January 2006 and began construction of the Orca quarry two
months later. The quarry is designed to produce 6 million met-
ric tons of sand and gravel per year for over 25 years, making
it the largest sand and gravel plant ever built in Canada. 

Orca developed in partnership with First Nations
“One thing that we committed ourselves right from the

beginning was to work to very high standards,” Romero said.
“Our approach to dealing with community, dealing with First
Nations, is only one example of that, but we decided to do
quite a few things in a way that hopefully would gain us the
support of the local communities, and particularly the local
First Nations, and we put a tremendous amount of effort into
that in the first few years of this business. We believe ulti-
mately that we came up with a model which we don’t know
any other precedent for, and what it was, ultimately, was that
we decided to develop this project in partnership with the
local First Nations.”

The Kwakiutl Band chose to participate in the Orca project
through an impacts and benefits agreement. Orca happens to
be located in an area where both the ‘Namgis and the
Kwakiutl have asserted territorial rights, so instead of waiting
for them to work out their issues between themselves, Polaris
worked hard to come to an accommodation with both groups,
Romero said. The company’s second quarry, the Eagle project
on southern Vancouver Island, will also be developed in part-
nership with First Nations. 

“Half of our employees are members of the Kwakiutl and

Senior management and members of the board of directors of Polaris Minerals celebrate the beginning of construction of the Orca quarry,
in the Big House of the Kwakiutl First Nation in Fort Rupert.
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Premier Paul Okalik
says Nunavut is
open for business.

Community relations are top priority at Orca quarry

see ORCA page 15

see RIGHTS page 15

http://www.aes.alaska.com
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of mining, Okalik said. Mining projects
give teenagers an incentive to finish high
school and get the qualifications they need.
“There is also the intangible benefit of what
this does for the self-esteem of these work-
ers, who know they’re building a prosper-
ous future for their community,” the pre-
mier added. 

Canadian Aboriginal Minerals 
Association founded in 1992

Hans Matthews, a geologist and First
Nations member who works for the
Canadian Aboriginal Minerals
Association, told Roundup that his organi-
zation was formed in 1992 by a group of
people who wanted to see a change in the
way that mining companies and aboriginal
communities interacted. “Governments
were settling very few land claims, mining
companies were not getting projects
approved, and the climate was that of con-
frontation and we thought that something
had to be done,” he said. “In the early days
it was like pulling teeth to negotiate, how-
ever today ... it is the norm, but the imple-
mentation of agreements is a real chal-

lenge today,” Matthews added. 
Aboriginal communities often wonder

why there is a sudden rush to develop a
mineral deposit that has been there for a
long time. “Given this lack of economic
understanding, along with metal price
cycles ups and downs, the urgency of a
company to develop is wholly foreign to
many communities,” Matthews said.
Some people remember previous develop-
ment rushes when mining companies came
in and left, never to be seen again.
Aboriginals felt that they got a raw deal
and this has created a climate of mistrust,
according to Matthews.

“The mining industry is experiencing a
period never seen before, with its very
high nickel prices, for example, over $16,
copper reaching over $3.50 and so on. ...
But while the party goes on in one room,
the truth is that aboriginal community
prosperity may not be keeping pace,”
Matthews said. “Some communities are
participating with companies, agreements
are in place; some are only learning how to
seek opportunities from the industry on
their traditional lands; while many only
have this desire to get involved. The reali-
ty is that many communities are struggling
to respond to the fast and furious pace of
the industry.”  ●

Selkirk learning the ropes at Minto project
Vancouver-based Sherwood Copper is rapidly developing the Minto copper-

gold project, the first new hard rock mine in the Yukon. Minto is on land belong-
ing to the Selkirk First Nation, which numbers about 600 people, many of whom
live in the nearby community of Pelly Crossing. Sherwood has worked hard to
establish good relations with the Selkirk, the company’s president and CEO,
Stephen Quin, said at Roundup. 

“You really have to be dealing with Selkirk right from the beginning on every-
thing you do,” Quin said. The Selkirk wanted to ensure that Sherwood’s sub-
sidiary, Minto Exploration, provided meaningful access to jobs and contracts,
addressed the environmental and social risks of the project, and kept clear lines of
communication open with them, he added. 

“Minto Exploration’s interest obviously is in ensuring that there is local sup-
port,” Quin said. “With our very rapid development schedule, obviously we don’t
want things that are going to cause delays, that are going to impact that schedule,
because that’s very, very costly. We want to press the button to go; we want to get
to the end of the race as fast as possible. We obviously want commercial certain-
ty, we want to know what is the deal, when are the benefits going to come through.
We don’t want to continue with renegotiation or uncertainty coming through that
process.” 

Hiring, training, apprenticeship opportunities key
The key components of a cooperation agreement signed by Minto Exploration

and the Selkirk are priority on hiring, training, apprenticeship opportunities for
the Selkirk, access to contract opportunities and a direct payment of 0.5 percent
net smelter return royalty on all production. For their part, the Selkirk committed
to cooperate on project licensing, the environmental assessment process, provi-
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‘Namgis First Nations, we also have said that we would
try very hard to employ women,” Romero said. “Right
now over 40 percent of the people employed at site are
women as well. ... Right from the early days we
employed those First Nations to be part of every bit of
work that we did, from the original exploration to the
environmental studies.” By openly sharing information
with the First Nations, trust built gradually over time,
Romero added. 

A chief held a blessing ceremony at Orca before
drilling began. Within two hours the first drill broke, but
after replacing it everything went well and a very large
deposit of high quality material was confirmed, Romero
said. “One of the things that our partners insisted on
very, very much is that we minimize our footprint around
the site and minimize our impacts, and we committed
ourselves very, very strongly to doing so, through the
whole plans and design of the project, for example the
buffer zone that we left between the Cluxewe River and
ourselves exceeds by a lot the guidelines,” he added.

Progressive reclamation plan
Orca has a progressive reclamation plan so that at any

given point there will only be a small exposed area of
sand and gravel, while other areas will be replanted with
native vegetation progressively. Polaris recorded every
comment made about the project by people from the sur-
rounding communities and ensured that they were all
addressed before filing permit applications. Groups were

brought in constantly to tour the site and Polaris insisted
that the First Nations hire technical experts at the com-
pany’s expense to review environmental studies and
other documents. Eventually 57 separate agreements
were signed with the ‘Namgis.

“Some people have asked us, why are we doing all
this? Well, First Nations have rights,” Romero said.
“These communities are closely attached to the land in
so many parts of British Columbia. They were here
before us and we can’t bypass them, we can’t bypass
these rights, and there is a lot now of legal jurisprudence
to strengthen these rights. ... We must work with them,
and we felt it was the right thing to do. It was not only a
legal obligation, we felt it was a moral and ethical one,
but ultimately it was a pragmatic choice as well. If we
could have their support we’d be better off.” 

Last November Polaris received the Mining
Association of British Columbia’s 2006 Mining and
Sustainability award. In January the Prospectors &
Developers Association of Canada announced that
Polaris would receive an “e3” Environmental Excellence
in Exploration award “for establishing excellent commu-
nity relations and environmental practices.” 

The PDAC environmental award citation drew atten-
tion to the processing plant at Orca, which will feature a
closed circuit water recycling system to ensure that no
process water will be discharged into the environment.
The system’s filtering process eliminates the use of set-
tling ponds, minimizes silt handling and cleanup costs,
and allows for the silt to be used to beneficiate the soils
during reclamation. 

—SARAH HURST

continued from page 14

ORCA

The Orca quarry on Vancouver Island, part-owned by the
‘Namgis, is about to start production.

continued from page 14

RIGHTS

see SELKIRK page 16
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One Yukon project enough for Pacifica 
Company to divide its assets, focusing on development of Selwyn and creating new junior that will explore in various jurisdictions

By SARAH HURST
For Mining News

ollowing a positive preliminary assessment report
for its Selwyn zinc-lead project in eastern Yukon,
Vancouver-based Pacifica Resources announced
that it planned to split into two new companies. If

shareholders approve the reorganization, Pacifica’s other
exploration properties will be transferred to a company
called Savant Exploration, while Pacifica will focus on
Selwyn and rename itself Selwyn Resources. 

This reorganization is similar to the one in December
2004 which created Pacifica and Yukon Zinc out of
Expatriate Resources. Yukon Zinc has been developing
the Wolverine project, and Harlan Meade is president
and CEO of both Pacifica and Yukon Zinc. Pacifica
intends to complete its plan of arrangement and distrib-
ute the majority of the Savant shares to its shareholders
in June 2007. Exploration of Pacifica’s properties in
California, Nunavut, Ontario and Chile has been ham-
pered by the allocation of most spending to Selwyn, the
company said in a release Jan. 29.

Selwyn consolidation of properties
Selwyn is a consolidation of various properties into a

single major project covering 196 square kilometers. These
include the Howard’s Pass properties that Pacifica acquired
from Placer Dome and Cygnus Mines in 2005. The prelim-
inary assessment considers the development of a series of
open pit operations mining 20,000 metric tons per day of
zinc-lead mineralization to feed a standard flotation mill
producing zinc and lead concentrates. 

Current access to the Selwyn project site is by air or win-
ter road. Pacifica proposes constructing a new 100-mile
road following the Pelly River to meet the Robert Campbell
Highway approximately 50 miles south of Ross River. The
port at Stewart could be upgraded to provide the concen-
trate shipping capacity, but Skagway will also be consid-
ered. A coal-fired power plant for the mine has been
assumed in the preliminary assessment, with coal to be sup-
plied by the concentrate haulage fleet. Approximately 30 to
35 megawatts of power is required and the cost is estimat-
ed at C$0.114 per kilowatt hour. 

Permitting pegged at four years
The permitting process for Selwyn is expected to take

about four years. Yukon Zinc already has a socioeconomic
participation agreement with the Kaska Nation for its
Wolverine project and a similar approach for completing an
agreement with the Kaska and other First Nations is
planned for Selwyn. The capital cost of the mine is estimat-
ed at C$685 million and the mine life would be 12.7 years. 

Pacifica plans to spend C$25 million on exploration at
Selwyn in 2007, including at least 40,000 meters of dia-
mond drilling and extensive environmental and engineering
studies. The drilling plan has two prime objectives: in-fill
drilling to upgrade resources in the open pits targeted for
initial development, and determining the extent and conti-
nuity of high-grade mineralization in the various zones over
the 21 kilometers separating the XY and Anniv Central
zones. Drilling of these deeper targets has the potential to
define resources that would support early development of a
bulk tonnage underground mine, complementing the open
pit production, Pacifica said in a release Feb. 6. ●

F

sion of access to the site and assistance
with labor recruitment as well as commu-
nication and consultation. 

“The Selkirk is generally supportive
of the project, and essentially that’s driv-
en by, this is the only meaningful busi-
ness opportunity available to the local
community in the near term,” Quin said.

“There are obviously quite a few chal-
lenges to deal with and there are legacy
issues in both the Yukon and locally; the
Faro mine was abandoned with very sub-
stantial environmental ongoing liabili-
ties. Selkirk First Nation was one of the
affected communities or groups, so they
obviously have a considerable amount of
exposure to the issues related to aban-
doned mines that haven’t been properly
bonded,” he added. 

Another problem was that construc-

tion first began at Minto in the mid-
1990s, but shut down at an early stage
when metals prices collapsed.
Expectations had been built up and then
shattered, and that made it more of a
challenge for Minto Exploration to re-
establish trust with the Selkirk, according
to Quin. Since that time there has been no
industrial development in the area, so
there are few people with the skills to
work in construction or mining, he said.
Anyone who does have the skills went to
work elsewhere and has to be enticed
back. 

Area doesn’t have much 
industrial development

“Because of the lack of industrial
development there’s just essentially lim-
ited exposure to a private sector type of
economy, and obviously camp life — this
will be a drive-in, drive-out operation
with our standard rotation, it’ll be two
weeks in, two weeks out — and that’s not
a common thing a lot of First Nations
people have experienced in that area, so
it requires a very dramatic cultural shift
in thinking,” Quin said. Nevertheless,
there are now about 20 Selkirk working
at Minto, including three who got their
jobs back after failing drug and alcohol
tests and going through rehabilitation.

Minto Exploration is accelerating the
provision of educational trust funds for
the Selkirk that it had promised to imple-

ment when production commenced: the
company decided there was no reason to
wait until then. Pelly Crossing is only 25
miles from the Minto site, so if more
employees can come from there, then it
will be much cheaper than driving or fly-
ing them in from a long distance, Quin
noted. The mine can be a springboard for
capacity-building for other mining proj-
ects and other industries in the Yukon, he
added.

“We’ve had a number of successes, we
do have quite a productive relationship in
a number of areas,” Quin said. “We’ve
seen demonstrable success, support from
Selkirk on permitting, which has short-
ened our permitting process. Remember
they’re the landowner, if they’re going to
the Yukon government and saying we
support this, we’ve reviewed the techni-
cal information ... and we support this,
then it’s significantly reduced our
process, for example to renew our Type A
water license.” A permit to expand the
mill at Minto was also issued within
three months, after the Selkirk provided
written support to the regulators. 

“Responsible companies really have
to earn their social license to operate in
an area,” Quin said. “You’ve got to be
open, fair, cooperative and reasonable. ...
Don’t go in with unrealistic expecta-
tions,” he concluded. 

—SARAH HURST

continued from page 15

SELKIRK

Core shack at Pacifica’s Selwyn project in the eastern Yukon.

Pacifica plans to spend C$25 million on exploration at Selwyn this year and to spin off its other projects to a new company.
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Mining Companies

Fairbanks Gold Mining/Fort Knox Gold Mine
Fairbanks, AK 99707
Contact: Lorna Shaw, community affairs director
Phone: (907) 488-4653 • Fax: (907) 490-2250
Email: lshaw@kinross.com
Web site: www.kinross.com
Located 25 miles northeast of Fairbanks, Fort Knox is
Alaska’s largest operating gold mine, producing 340,000
ounces of gold in 2004.

Rimfire Minerals Corp.
Vancover, BC V6C 1G8 Canada
Contact: Lisa May, Mkt. Coordinator
Phone: (604) 669-6660
Fax: (604) 669-0898
Email: lisam#rimfire.bc.ca
Web site: www.rimfire.bc.ca
Gold and silver projects in Alaska, Yukon, BC and Nevada.
Preferred partner of senior mining firms. Partnered with
the world’s three largest gold producers.

Usibelli Coal Mine
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Contact: Bill Brophy, vp cust. relations
Phone: (907) 452-2625 • Fax: (907) 451-6543
Email: info@usibelli.com • Web site: www.usibelli.com
Other Office
P. O. Box 1000 • Healy, AK 99743
Phone: (907) 683-2226
Usibelli Coal Mine is headquartered in Healy, Alaska and
has 200 million tons of proven coal reserves. Usibelli pro-
duced one million tons of sub-bituminous coal this year.

Service, Supply & Equipment

3M Alaska
11151 Calaska Circle

Anchorage, AK 99515
Contact: Paul Sander, manager
Phone: (907) 522-5200
Fax: (907) 522-1645
Email: innovation.3malaska@mmm.com
Website: www.3m.com
Serving Alaska for over 34 years, 3M Alaska offers total
solutions from the wellhead to the retail pump with a
broad range of products and services – designed to
improve safety, productivity and profitability.

Ace Transport
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Henry Minich, owner
Phone: (907) 243-2852 • Phone: (907) 229-9647 (cell)
Fax: (907) 245-8930 • Email: henryminich@aol.com
Specializing in heavy hauling. Equipment includes 85-ton
lowboy.

Aeromed International
Anchorage, AK 99503
Contact: Brooks Wall, director
Phone: (907) 677-7501 • Fax: (907) 677-7502
Email: brooks_wall@ykhc.org
Web site: www.ykhc.org
Aeromed International is an all jet critical care air ambu-
lance fleet based in Anchorage. Medical crews are certified
Flight Nurses and certified Flight Paramedics.

Air Liquide
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Brian Benson
Phone: (907) 273-9762 • Fax: (907) 561-8364
Email: brian.benson@airliquide.com
Air Liquide sells, rents, and is the warranty station for
Lincoln, Miller, Milwaukee, Victor and most other welding
equipment and tool manufacturers.

Alaska Cover-All 
6740 Jollipan Crt.

Anchorage, AK 99507
Contact: Paul Nelson, mgr.
Phone: (907) 346-1319
Fax: (907) 346-4400
E-mail: paul@alaskacoverall.com
Contact: Scott Coon 
Phone: (907) 646-1219
Fax:  (907) 646-1253
Email: scott@alaskacoverall.com
National Call Center: 1-800-268-3768
We are the Alaska dealers for Cover-All Building Systems.
Steel framed, fully engineered, LDPE fabric covered,
portable buildings in 18 to 270 foot widths and any length.

Alaska Earth Sciences
Anchorage, AK 99515
Contact: Bill Ellis, Rob Retherford  
or Dave Lappi, owners
Phone: (907) 522-4664 • Fax: (907) 349-3557
Email: wte@aes.alaska.com
A full service exploration group that applies earth sciences
for the mining and petroleum industries providing
prospect generation, evaluation and valuation, exploration
concepts, project management, geographic information
systems and data management. We also provide camp sup-
port and logistics, geologic, geochemical and geophysical
surveys.

Alaska Frontier Constructors
P.O. Box 224889
Anchorage, AK 99522-4889
Contact: John Ellsworth, President
Phone: (907) 562-5303
Fax: (907) 562-5309
Email: afcinfo@ak.net
Alaskan heavy civil construction company specializing in
Arctic and remote site development with the experience,
equipment and personnel to safely and efficiently com-
plete your project.

Companies involved in Alaska and
northwestern Canada’s mining industry

D I R E C T O R Y

see next page 

The Red Dog mine in northwest Alaska.
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Alaska Interstate Construction (AIC)
601 West 5th  Avenue, Suite 400
Anchorage, Alaska  99501
Contact: David Thomas
Phone: (907) 562-2792 • Fax: (907) 562-4179
Email: info@aicllc.com • Web site: www.aicllc.com
AIC provides cost-effective solutions to resource develop-
ment industries. We provide innovative ideas to meet each
requirement through the provision of best-in-class people
and equipment coupled with exceptional performance.

Alaska Steel Co.
1200 W. Dowling
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Joe Lombardo, vice president
Phone: (907) 561-1188
Toll free: (800) 770-0969 (AK only)
Fax: (907) 561-2935
Email: j.lombardo@alaskasteel.com 
Fairbanks Office:
2800 South Cushman
Contact: Dan Socha, branch mgr.
Phone: (907) 456-2719
Fax: (907) 451-0449
Kenai Office:
205 Trading Bay Rd.
Contact: Will Bolz, branch mgr.
Phone: (907) 283-3880
Fax: (907) 283-3759
Full-line steel and aluminum distributor. Complete process-
ing capabilities, statewide service. Specializing in low tem-
perature steel and wear plate.

Arctic Controls
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Scott Stewart, president
Phone: (907) 277-7555 • Fax: (907) 277-9295
Email: sstewart@arcticcontrols.com
Website: www.arcticcontrols.com
An Alaskan owned and operated company since,1985,
Arctic Controls has been highly successful as manufacturer
representatives for the state of Alaska in the Process
Control and Instrumentation field. 

Arctic Foundations
Anchorage, AK 99518-1667
Contact: Ed Yarmak
Phone: (907) 562-2741 • Fax: (907) 562-0153
Email: info@arcticfoundations.com
Website: www.arcticfoundations.com
Soil stabilization – frozen barrier and frozen core dams to
control hazardous waste and water movement.
Foundations – maintain permafrost for durable high capac-
ity foundations.

Chiulista Camp Services/Mayflower Catering
Anchorage, AK 99507
Contact: George B. Gardner, pres/gm
Phone: (907) 278-2208 • Fax: (907) 677-7261
Email: ggardner@calistacorp.com
The 100 percent Alaska Native owned and operated cater-
ing company on the North Slope, catering and housekeep-
ing to your tastes, not ours.

CN Aquatrain
Anchorage, AK
Contact: Laurie A. Gray, agent
Phone: (907) 279-3131
Toll Free: (800) 999-0541 • Fax: (907) 272-3963
CN Aquatrain has provided Alaska with dependable access
to Canadian and Lower 48 markets for 38 years.

Construction Machinery
5400 Homer Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Ron Allen, Sales Manager
Phone: (907) 563-3822
Fax: (907) 563-1381
Email: r.allen@cmiak.com
Web site: www.cmiak.com
Other Offices: 
Fairbanks office
Phone: 907-455-9600 • Fax: 907-455-9700
Juneau office
Phone: 907-780-4030 • Fax:  907-780-4800
Ketchican office
Phone:  907-247-2228 • Fax: 907-247-2228
Wasilla Office
Phone:  907-376-7991 • Fax:  907-376-7971

Dowland-Bach Corp.
6130 Tuttle Pl.
P.O. Box 230126
Anchorage, AK 99523
Contact: Lynn Johnson, president
Phone: (907) 562-5818

Fax: (907) 563-4721
E-mail: lynn@dowlandbach.com
Website: www.dowlandbach.com

Egli Air Haul
P.O. Box 169
King Salmon, AK  99613.
Contact: Sam Egli
Phone: (907) 246-3554
Fax:  (907) 246-3654
Email: egliair@bristolbay.com
Web site: www.egliair.com
Serving Alaska since 1982, we perform a wide variety of
flight operations, including airplane and helicopter charter,
aerial survey, and specialized operations such as external
load work, powerline maintenance, aerial filming and
videography.

GPS Environmental
Industrial Water/Wastewater & Mining Equipment
3340 Arctic Blvd., Suite 102
Anchorage, AK  99503
Contact: Paul Schuitt
Phone: (907) 245-6606
Cell: (907) 227-6605
Fax:  (928) 222-9204
Email: paul@gpsenvironmental.com
Website:  www.pgsenvironmental.com
GPS Environmental, LLC is a manufacturers representa-
tive company representing companies that manufactur-
er water treatment, wastewater treatment, mining
equipment and modular camps. 

Jackovich Industrial & Construction Supply
Fairbanks, AK 99707
Contact: Buz Jackovich
Phone: (907) 456-4414 • Fax: (907) 452-4846
Anchorage office
Phone: (907) 277-1406 • Fax: (907) 258-1700
24- hour emergency service. With 30 years of experience,
we’re experts on arctic conditions and extreme weather.

Judy Patrick Photography
Anchorage, AK 99501
Contact: Judy Patrick
Phone: (907) 258-4704 • Fax: (907) 258-4706
Email: jpphoto@mtaonline.net
Website: JudyPatrickPhotography.com
Creative images for the resource development industry.

Lynden
Alaska Marine Lines • Alaska Railbelt Marine
Alaska West Express • Lynden Air Cargo
Lynden Air Freight • Lynden International
Lynden Logistics • Lynden Transport
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Jeanine St. John
Phone: (907) 245-1544 • Fax: (907) 245-1744
Email: custsvc@lynden.com
The combined scope of the Lynden companies includes
truckload and less-than-truckload highway connections,
scheduled barges, intermodal bulk chemical hauls, sched-
uled and chartered air freighters, domestic and interna-
tional air forwarding and international sea forwarding
services.

MRO Sales
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Don Powell
Phone: (907) 248-8808 • Fax: (907) 248-8878
Email: Sales1@mrosalesinc.com
Website: www.mrosalesinc.com
MRO Sales offers products and services that can help solve
the time problem on hard to find items. 

Northern Air Cargo
3900 W. International Airport Rd. 
Anchorage, AK 99502
Contact: Mark Liland, acct. mgr. Anch./Prudhoe Bay
Phone: (907) 249-5149
Fax: (907) 249-5194
Email: mliland@nac.aero
Website: www.nac.aero
Serving the aviation needs of rural Alaska for almost 50
years, NAC is the states largest all cargo carrier moving
nearly 100 million pounds of cargo on scheduled flights to
17 of Alaska’s busiest airports. NAC’s fleet of DC-6, B-727,
and ATR-42 aircraft are available for charters to remote
sites and flag stops to 44 additional communities.

Pacific Power Products
Anchorage, AK 99507
Phone: (907) 522-3434 • Fax: (907) 522-1198
Web site: www.pacificdda.com
Other office: Fairbanks, AK 99709
In Alaska, we are distributors for Detroit Diesel, Allison and
Kohler. We have served Alaska for over 30 years with quali-
ty products for the petroleum industry.

Pacific Rim Geological Consulting
Fairbanks, AK 99708
Contact: Thomas Bundtzen, president
Phone: (907) 458-8951 • Fax: (907) 458-8511
Email: bundtzen@mosquitonet.com
Geologic mapping, metallic minerals exploration and
industrial minerals analysis or assessment.

PTI Group
Edmonton, AB, Canada T6N 1C8
Phone: (800) 314-2695 • Fax: (780) 463-1015
Email: ptigroup@ptigroup.com
Website: www.ptigroup.com
PTI Group Inc. is the premium supplier of integrated
remote site services. Offering full turnkey packages or indi-
vidual services such as construction, catering and waste-
water treatment, PTI delivers above and beyond client
expectations.

U.S. Bearings & Drives
Anchorage, AK 99518
Contact: Dena Kelley, branch mgr.
Phone: (907) 563-3000 • Fax: (907) 563-1003
Email: dkelley@bearings.com • Web site:
www.bearings.com
U.S. Bearings & Drives has been providing solutions to it
customers for over 25 years. We offer quality components,
name brands and highly trained personnel.

VECO
949 E. 36th Ave., Ste. 500
Anchorage, AK 99508
Contact: Emily Cross
Phone: (907) 762-1510
Fax: (907) 762-1001
Email: emily.cross@veco.com
Web site: www.VECO.com
VECO is a multi-national corporation that provides services,
project management, engineering, procurement, construc-
tion, operations and maintenance – to the energy, resource
and process industries and the public sector.
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By SARAH HURST
For Mining News

proposed mine just across the bor-
der from Juneau could use barges
for the transport of equipment, sup-
plies and mineral concentrate, elim-

inating the need for a new 100-mile road
to Atlin. Vancouver-based Redfern
Resources’ surprising plans for Tulsequah
Chief were published at the end of
January in a feasibility study by Wardrop
Engineering. In May 2005 Redfern had
put the project on hold because of eco-
nomic concerns, and in August 2006
environmental groups filed a lawsuit in
Canada opposing the road. 

The Tulsequah Chief property in
British Columbia was first mined by
Cominco in 1951-57. It contains a proba-
ble reserve of 5,378,788 metric tons grad-
ing 1.40 percent copper, 1.20 percent
lead, 6.33 percent zinc, 2.59 grams per
tonne gold and 93.69 grams per tonne sil-
ver, according to the feasibility study.
Redfern would mine at a rate of 2,000
tons per day for an estimated mine life of
eight years. The capital cost of the mine
would be C$201.5 million and the pay-
back period would be 29 months. The
barge transportation system represents a
capital cost reduction of C$46.5 million,
plus a significant operating cost reduc-
tion. 

For transportation Redfern hopes to
use two air cushion barges towed by an
amphibious tug that would operate year-
round on the Taku River. There are likely
to be some potential weather delays due
to high winds, the feasibility study noted.
All equipment and supplies would be
shipped to site via Juneau during con-
struction and operations. 

One of the air cushion barges would
also be used to haul mineral concentrate
produced by the mine to Juneau for trans-
shipment via an existing commercial
ocean barge service to Skagway, where it
would be ship-loaded for transport over-
seas. The disused Skagway Ore Terminal
is already being retrofitted to handle con-
centrate from Sherwood Copper’s Minto
mine in the Yukon. The Taku River
Tlingit and commercial fishermen from
Juneau have expressed concerns about
whether the air cushion barges would
interfere with the river’s salmon fishery.

Air cushion barge hovers, but
different than hovercraft

An air cushion barge is a barge that
hovers on the water, but there are several

differences between an ACB and a hover-
craft, according to Redfern. Air cushion
barges travel at a very slow speed and sit
in the water at a depth of about 18 inches.
They are quieter than hovercraft and gen-
erate minimal wake. Each of the two
ACBs to be used by Tulsequah Chief
would have a payload of 450 metric tons,
and less than one trip per day carrying
concentrate would be required. The ACBs
would not be used for personnel trans-
port: workers would be flown to site on
charter planes. 

“The Tulsequah mine will provide a
significant economic benefit to the region
and the province through job creation,
workforce training, new business oppor-
tunities and taxes. Further, we believe
that there is considerable opportunity to
expand the reserve through additional
exploration at the mine, at the Big Bull
deposit, and elsewhere on the property,”
said Terry Chandler, Redfern’s president
and CEO. 

The company believes that any neces-
sary permitting amendments for the ACB
alternative could be completed in three to
six months and would not delay the pro-
ject’s development schedule, which
envisages production starting in late
2008. A British Columbia Project
Approval Certificate was issued in
December 2002 and federal environmen-
tal assessment screening approval was
issued in July 2005.

The State of Alaska’s Large Mine
Team in the Department of Natural
Resources has said that it will review
Tulsequah Chief project documentation
to ensure that water treatment systems
can realistically meet Canadian water
quality standards at the mine site; tailings
storage facilities are constructed to be
geotechnically stable; groundwater water
quality is protected and contingency
pump-back systems are appropriately
designed; and access roads are construct-
ed and maintained in a manner that pro-
tects fish resources.

Tulsequah Chief would be an under-
ground mine, with an existing drift to be
used as the primary access route. The drift
would be enlarged to accommodate mod-
ern diesel trackless equipment, according
to the feasibility study. In the mill, gold
concentrate will be separated using a
gravity circuit and an on-site refinery will
be used to produce gold bullion. Copper,
lead and zinc concentrates will be pro-
duced and limestone will be added to the
tailings to ensure there is no potential for
acid generation. The limestone will be
quarried, crushed and milled on site. ●
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Tulsequah Chief owner floats barge idea
Redfern Resources abandons controversial and costly plan to build a 100-mile road to support its mine near the Alaska border 

A

Tulsequah Chief was first mined by Cominco in the 1950s and Redfern Resources has been
trying to re-open it for the past several years.
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Helicopters in action at Redfern’s Tulsequah Chief project in British Columbia.
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